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Will Compete With Wallace But Not Forgotten By Bill Well Known Master Mariner

Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
advance: single coplee three cents
White For Senate—What
Jette, the World’s Greatest
Dies At Sailors' Snug Har
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion aad very reasonable
Will Brann Do?
Goal Tender
bor,
Brooklyn
NEWSPAPER HISTORT
The Rockland Oaaette was established
F. Harold Dubord of Waterville
Roller polo has evidently passed
Capt. Allen Merrill Manning, 79, re
In 1848 In 1874 the Courier wee estab
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette yesterday announced his candidacy
tired
master of sailing ships and for
out
of
the
picture
as
an
Indoor
sport,
In 1882 The Free Press was established
tn 1855 and In 1891 chanced Its name to for United States Senator. He said:
merly
a resident of South Portland,
but Its memory will endure forever
tbe Tribune These papers consolidated
“I have concluded to become a candi
March 17 1897
died Monday at Sailor’s Snug Hai-

Rockland Brush Artists Have Annual Outing, New York Times Cites “Five Fundamental

and Tell Their Annual L—s

Troubles” With the Townsend Plan

(By Henry Hazlitt in the New York Times)
The John A. Karl crew made Its latter having served as one of the
on the part of the Rockland fans,
date for the Democratic nomination
bor, Brooklyn.
Slst annual pilgrimage to the Paint-j transperiation agents.
It was more than a year ago when (tumn instead of a bleak and fearfcr the United States Senate In the who are convinced that It will never
Qapt. Manning was born Feb. 26.
Other callers during the stay were
the
public first began to hear of ful Winter;” (2) that the with
*■
True delicacy, that most beau
have an equal. The thrills were re- 1856, at Rockiand: son of the late ers' Camp In Nobleboro when the jOhn
June primaries.”
Frost, who helped watch the
drawal from gainful occupations of
’s- tlful heart-leal ol humanity, eaWhat the voters of Maine really , called the other day to readers of the John and Almaretta HamorMannlng. new year began and spent 10 happy New Year ln; William Davis and the plan of a Dr. Townsend in those over 60 would create jobs for
•» Mbits Itself most significantly
want to know lt what Gov. Brann is Boston Post who saw
(U)out He was a descendant of an old New
friend, Mr and Mrs. Harold L. Karl California for distributing pensions the young unemployed, and (3) that
«■ In little things —Mary Howltt
days at that popular retreat. As the
going to do. He ts certainly keeping
England
family,
which
had
partlciand
several guests from Brunswick, of *200 a month to persons over 60. the spending of this enormous sum of
I Bill Jette, the goal tender who came
many of the politicians on the anxious
members grow older and the trips I Near zero weather prevailed the Last April, in a standing vote in money—1.600 million dollars—each
before
in
a
'
aTS
°
{
CT>lonies
aI
\
a
frequently to Rockland. Just before |
1 later the nation from the time of the , multiply, one might almost expect ftrsl half of the st0X' but this
not the House on an amendment to thc month by the aged would enormousIt Is estimated that as of Septem seat.
local patrons were saying farewell to
Indian
ware.
His
father,
also
a
ship
’
s
'
deter
the
painters
from
their
mission
Social Security Bill, though 206 Con- [y eXpancj sales and usher In a roarber 30 a total of *126.281,273 of pro
this sport. Prom the atlcle we
the interest to pall, but these brush
master, was the son of John—son of
of labor or sport. The former includ-1 gressmen were against the plan. 56 lng pr0Sperjty.
During January, Printed Stationery quote:
cessing taxes were due the 'AAA, but
wielders are no blase chaps, and by ed the shingling of the Painters’ voted In its favor. Now It threat
Against the plan there are five
unpaid as a result of litigation.
with your Name and Address or j Packed away In the minds of the Sylvester Manning, born in Lancas
thc- Ume they reached home this week, Camp rcof. improvement of the sleep ens to become a formidable politi main objections: (1) that the na
Monogram actually costs less than rugged are found memories of roller ter, Mass.. May 12, 1782, a fanner and
they had pac ed an unanimous vote ing quarters and a general house cal Issue; last Tuesday a Republi ture and burden of the proposed
plain paper and envelopes
See polo, one of the wildest, fastest, most hmetourner at Thomaston.
can candidate for Congress in Mich “transactions tax" would be ruin
Oapt. Allen Merrill Manning went that this was one of the best outings cleaning.
samples at The Courier-Gazette office dangerous games ever Invented. And
DELIVERY SERVICE
igan. actively supporting the plan, ous; (2) that the plan would not
to
sea,
as
a
young
man,
with
his
One
of
the
principal
sports,
of
•they'd ever had.
The First National Store at the Brook. of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM packed away in’ the flats of Norton,
437 Main 8t.. Herman R Wlnrhenbaugh
course, was fishing. The pickerel ran after defeating four other candi- i ••create purchasing power;” (3) that
■stepfather, Capt. Allen MerrUl,
_
In the original party were George
manager, will deliver reasonable
order* which Is offered for the month of next door to Wheaton College ln a
..speed up” business;
larger than usual this winter, and dates ln the Republican primary; it would
^^rL?/nUunX°,n wwn7h%m
<W-100 Sheets and Enve- j MUe diner of his own. Is BUI Jette, brother of Capt. John Merrill, who
W
Palmer, the full complement of i there wa<.
txtra large
al- went on in the election to defeat his
sailed
the
Bird
ships
out
of
Rock

that
would
not create ‘otas, and
buy
the
world's
greatest
roller
polo
goalie
Ding Monday. Jan 13. A telephone haa lopes—for only *100.
Better
been Installed The number la 426-M
land,—the family being one of the Ferrys—Fretm, Al and Frank—Henry1 though it did not include any four- Democratic opponent by more than ' (5, lhat lt proposes a grossly unjust
of
his
time,
a
man
who
owes
neariy
boxes and boxes of It!—adv.
redistribution of income. Let us con
every scar he has to the sport he oldest In authentic ancestry on the Taninski. Arnold Allen and Neil Karl footers which the painters sometimes a 2-to-l majority.
The Townsend plan—or, as It is sider these;
The special from Brunswick brought think they have caught as they
loves, despite that fact that he was a continent.
officially known, the Old Age Re
As a youth Cs.pt Allen Merrill that good old scout, Ivan A. Ttue- reminisce over bygone years.
World war ace.
I.—“Transactions TaxThe camp graphophone worked volving Pensions Plan—is in Its
Manning
was
in
his
only
shipwreck
Roller polo Is almost, but not quite,
worthy, and the lakeside rang
cl<we rivab main outlines extremely simple. It
In determining how the Town
tn the valley of forgotten games. when the vessel on which he was
the exchange of greetings.
vocally.
proposes that *200 a month be paid send plan would be likely to work
sailing,
was
wrecked
on
Frying
Pan
There are a few leagues left, but the
Neil Karl was thc camp rockie this
The Painters' Canjp has already to citizens over 60 years ol age. In out, lt ls necessary first to recog
sport ls dying rapidly because so few Shoals off Cape Hatteras. He at one
year,
and
.the
old
boys
didn't
thir.k
been
requisitioned by several fishing return, every one who receives the nize its dimensions. The census
time
was
master
of
ships
of
the
youngsters are willing to take the
DDI7I UNKEAMBU TMIlimM Of IAO4 DM TIN AMWtd
figures for 1930 show that out of a
Ulin rKHr a tin wim sintinci
WORO to iaim (INI
chance of losing limb and eye which Winslow fleet sailing out of Portland. he would stay the limit But he did parties for the present season and. as i money must agree to abandon any total population in that year of
and
gained
weight
on
thc
camp
cookusual,
will
be
let
frequently
during
gainful
occupation
and
to
spend
the
goes with the game, and when young His commands included the Cordelia
sters Ignore a game. its deathknell is Hayes, the Oeorge E. Wolcott and ing. which by the way was undtr the the summer.
(entire *200 in the United States 122,775.000 there were 10385 000 per
sodded
his last, the six masted Helen Mar- supervision cf Alton Perry, whose
It ls a "hcuse by the side of the before the month ends. The money sons. or 8.5 percent. 60 years old
Jette was lucky—he still has both tn. In his earlier years he had been ability ln that line makes hurt a road"—.'omewhat removed from popu- to pay these pensions ls to be raised and over. The Townsendltes coneyes intact In 22 years of tending engaged in transatlantic shipping. !
popuia- chef.
lation centers, but close to modem by a tax of 2 percent on all business tend that when thewealthy
and
goal, however, he has broken one at one time being in the Savannah.
First day guests were Walter conveniences. May its shadow never transactions.
those who would notlike toabandon
Originally Dr. Townsend proposed their occupations are considered, not
knee three times and the other twice; O® . to Cologne trade In the last iGreenlaw, and Robert Dunton. the grow less.
] that every one over 60. even if he more than 8 million persons would
his nose and fingers so many times years of sailing ships he was master
1 were John D. Rockefeller, should j want to take advantage of the plan,
that he has lost count; he has spent of ships carrying coal in the coastwise
METHODIST MISSIONS
be paid the *200 monthly If he To give these 8 million persons *200
eight years, on and off, having a trade.
HERE’S TIMELY
agreed to spend lt all and not to a month would call for a direct ex
stomach ailment which was the
Capt. Manning went to South Thursday's Meeting Dealt
work. This phase of the plan was penditure on the part of the Federal
ADVICE
I direct result of an Injury received in Portland to make his home in 181T
subjected to particular ridicule at Government of 19.200 million dollars
With Uruguay and Peru—
the game, adjusted (it isn't right Mrs. Manning died several years ago.
Congressional hearings.
As now a year. Allowing 800 million dollars
yet), and he hasn't a single tooth of He retired 15 years ago and had lived
Marstaller SpoKe
modified, the plan provides that no for costs of administration would
If you drive, don't drink.
at
Snug
Harbor
12
years.
—
his own in his head.
If‘you drink, don't drive.
one with a private unearned Income make a round total of 20 billions,
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Yet, when he talks roller polo, his
He is survived by a son. Merrill C.
That ls more than five times the
j Society of the Methodist church met, And where do you suppose that of more than *200 a month will be
eyes light up. his face widens into a Manning of Portland.
Prlres listed herein will be awarded for
MONDAY-TUESDAY
total revenues of the Federal Gov
entitled
to
its
benefits.
what we Judge to be the most arrnrate,
long, continuous grin, and his elo-| The funeral was held Wednesday Thursday afternoon at the parsonage. nJOttc u
exhn,ited?
the neatest, and the most original
ernment from all sources for the
The Townsend Claims
STRAND THEATRE
quence goes beyond all bounds. Fond-, in Denmark.
solutions mailed or brought to us with
with
Mrs.
Alice
Brooks
as
hostess.
every
State
liquor store in
fiscal year 1935. It is equal to 40
in 48 hours following
Ing publication
pub
of this
ly as he explains the game to one who
-----------------RONALD COLMAN in
The advantages claimed for the percent of the entire income of the
plicate awards will be
advertisement. Duplicate
The
program
opened
with
the
imMaine,
itestanti anybody, ex
paid to tying eontestanta,
“TALE OF TWO CITIES"
has never seen it played, he pate his
JOINTLY INSTALLED
plan are chiefly three: (1) that it American people ln 1934.
cept our employees, may compete. It Is
pressive stewardship ritual, and after 1 And by whose order?
heavy stick and bobbles the hard ball
-------not necessary to make any purchaser.
would assure a high standard of
The Townsendltes say that they
a brief business meeting. Mrs. Ruth I The Maine State Liquor Commis
Vse the form above, or a separate sheet.
PARK THEATRE
living that would make the latter
up and down in his huge hands.
Spanish War Veterans and
Write your same aad address plainly.
PATRICIA ELLIS in
end of life “a delightful golden Au. (Continued on Page Five)
Bill is far more proud of his roller
Auxiliary Start the Season EUlngwood as program chairman sion's.
WINNERS OF OUR LAST FIZZLE
-CASE OF THE LUCKY LEGS’
CONTEST
Let s hope the vaccination takes,
polo record than he is of his war rec
took charge. Her assistants were
With New Officers
ord. He literally swells while, as you
First Prize—Ruth M. Hatch, I 14 Pleasant St.
Mrs. Lena Stevens. Mrs. Minnie and that lt will help make the coun
HAS YOUNG MASTER
USE MAINE GRANITE
try safe for pedestrians
look over his collection of clippings,
Ralph
Ulmer
Camp
and
Auxiliary
Cross, Mfs Lorita Bicknell. Mrs. Lot
Second Prize—Harriet Wilson, 53 Main St., Thomaston he tells how he started a battle with
had supper at Legion hall Wednes
Stone Cut At Frankfort and Alvin Rackliff, Head Of St.
three charging opponents, how he day. with Mrs. Inex Branke, Mrs. tie Crowley, MLss Nettie Britt and
TO DEDICATE ORGAN
DeeP Isle For Two New
George Grange Is Not
created a world's record of 122 stops Laura Ranlett, Mrs. Myra Watte and Mrs. Eliza Cousins. The devotional
ln a game, how he played on the Miss Olive Carnes in charge. Mem exercises were conducted by Mrs. An Outstanding Event At the Univer
York
Buildings
Quite Sixteen
united
Mat arts, smvice
championship team as short a time bers of Freeman iHerrlck Camp and Cousins, and the appropriate music salist Church Next Thursday Night
A REFRIGERATION - OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
W
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINEST FUEL OILS
Maine granite, is to be used in the
ago as 1932 and how he ranked Auxiliary, of Camden, were special Interspersing was given by Mrs.
St. George Grange No 421 claims
21 IIMEROIK STItEET
ROCKIAND. MAINE
An outstanding musical event of construction of two Important build- ,0 have nok only one of the youngest
higher than the very best of them. guests. Following supper the Auxili Bicknell.
the winter promises to be the con
The game itself? It ls a combina ary held initiation of members and
Mrs EUlngwood had as her main
Ings In New York. Those important masters In the State but also one of
tion of Ice hockey, field hockey, down election of officers, after which the topic "Educational Program in South cert at the Universalist auditorium
contracts
go to the Mt. Waldo the youngest ma. ters in the National
East hockey and plain, ordinary camp and auxiliary joined in a joint America." in her paper presenting an Thursday evening, Jan. 16, to dedi
Granite
Quarry
plant in Frankfort. Orange territory.
cate the new Hammond organ which
mayhem. There are five men on a installation.
outline of the general education of
will
be
installed
there
this
week.
In
One
contract
Is
for the granite to
Ahin Rackliff. son of Mr. and Mrs.
team, two rushes, a centre, a half
Mrs. Ella M. Hyland officiated for the early day and today, touching
back and a goaltender, all on roller the Auxiliary, a most impressive oc- upon the demand for trained women. the course of the organ will be be supplied the new United States Eugene Rackliff of St. George was
skates. The goal is just like an ioe- casion as her daughter. Mrs. Adah
Education
“
post office in the Bronx. New York Installed master of St Oeorge Orange
hockey goal. Xhe sticks are like field e. Roberts, was installed as incoming Aas enlarged upon, with particular sistant organist at St. Paul's Cathe City. The other ls for the Seventy- J W ‘ dncsda>' night before a large numhockey but much heavier and harder. president. Mrs. Hyland conducted attention to the missionary schools. dral, a gifted musician and one who
„
„
,
I ber of members and friends of the
has made a special study of tne Ham ninth street Plaza section of the Qrange
The ball is the size ol a baseball and her duties with dignity and earnest
Specializing
The two countries taken as ex
the texture of a bowling ball.
ness. The new officers are: Presi- amples were Uruguay and Peru, and mond Organ, a new type of musical West Side highways, also in New ; iServed as assistant .steward, is a
The referee usually blows his whistle deat. Mrs. Roberts; senior vice presi they were placed in red upon the instrument which has created a York City. The two amount to a j fophomcrc in St. George High School
to start the game and blows it again dent. Mrs. Emma K. Carverl junior large map being gradually filled in sensation In the musical world and little over *150.000 and will provide J and will celebrate his 16th birthday
to end it, but forgets it during the vice president. Mrs. Maude Mather; as the season progresses. On the which promises to revolutionize the [ employment at the quarry for about | Peb. 24 He comes from a Grange
course of battle. The equipment ls chaplain, Mrs. Inez Bronkie; his friendly cruise" Mrs Ellingwood organ Industry. Mr. Phelp6 will give 75 workmen, of whom more than 75 family, having two brothers and two
j Misters as well as father and mother
like Ice hockey, except that the goalie torian. Mrs. Laura Ranlett; patriotic landed her passengers at Montevideo a program of widely varied nature | percent will be skilled mechanics.
In the Bronx post office, Mr. Wal- who are members of the order.
wears two catcher's chest protectors, Instructor. Mrs. Nelia Vose; conduc where a visit was made at the planned to show the possibilities of
a baseball mask, with a little more tress, Mrs. Annie Trundy. assistant Crandon Institute, a very wonderful the Instrument, one of which will be do granite will be used, while In thc
Other officers installed Wednesday
room for vision, two huge fibre leg conductress, Mrs. Georgiana Green; school the Methodist missionaries the beloved "In a Monastery Garden highway work Deer Island will be night were Overseer, Sarah Caddy;
Other numbers will embrace the old the granite, although both will be lecturer, Emma Kinney; steward, Eu
pads, boxing gloves. If he wants them guard. Mrs. Jessie Wall; secretary. maintain.
classics as well as some of the cut at the Mt. Waldo plant in Frank gene Rackliff; assistant steward,
and they can be used as freely as he Mrs. Emma C. Dick; treasurer, Mrs.
In Peru a similar visit was made
fort. In cubic feet this totals about Frank Rackliff; chaplain. Lillian
can get away with lt, and heavily Ella M. Hyland; reporter, Mrs. Ran at the Lima High School, and for modern writers.
With Mr. Phelps will appear Kitty 40,000, or over 3.000 tons of granite. Rackliff; treasurer. Wilford S. Rob
wrapped shoes which weigh about lett.
this feature the Society was most
INVESTMENTS
~
v— McLaughlin, New York dramatic Both are fine architectural achleve- inson; secretary. Winslow L. Robin18 pounds.
Oeorge Stewart installed the of fortunate in having as
guest speaker
.
.
...
21 Limerock Street,
Rockland, Maine
ficers of the camp which have been Rev. Mr. Marstellar of the Little soprano, known to Rockland people ments and will occupy important son; gate keeper. Albion Kinney;
Many shows and exhibits feature published in a previous issue. He field Memorial Church who gave a as "our own Lotte McLaughlin," ana positions ln the big city's group of Ores, Marlon Barnes: Pomona, EveTelephone 500
I lyn Fuller; Flora. Marie Solberg; lady
the Poultry Industries exposition in also conducted his duties in an im- , Vjyjd picture, first-hand, of the Miss Bertha I. Luce of Thomaston, distinguished buildings.
Since Orenci As Ellis, Inc., of Peek- as istant steward, Cora Hilt; mem
talented violinist, whose artistry is
New York City. February 4 to 8. The pressive manner.
country and this particular school
poultry industry of the northeast
Remarks were made by Mr. an,l with which_he had^become familtar recognized wherever heard. With skill, N. Y„ assumed these quarries tn ber of executive committee, Merrill
acts as host to the nation.
Mrs. Milton S. Dick, by the president through friendly associations with the ***uty of the organ Playln«' 1930. It has completed almost two , Wall.
j
The installing officer was Past
of the Freeman Herrick Auxlllar.. the Methodist missionaries stationed augmented by the gorgeous voice of millions of dollars in contracts among
i Master G Henry Rcbinsan assisted
Miss McLaughlin and the exquisite which are;
and by other special guests.
there.
Oeorge
Washington
Memorial by Mrs. Ina Grant and Misses Bar
playing
of
Miss
Luce,
one
can
well
The president’s jewel was present
In connection with Peru Mrs.
bara and Doris Roblnron. Lunch was
ed to Mrs. Bronkie, outgoing presi Stevens gave a touching story of a understand why the conoert holds Bridge. New York City.
Arlington
Memorial
Bridge,
Wash

‘
served by the Orange and a social
girl whose greatest desire was to at- such Promise
dent.
AUTOMOBILE
ington,
D.
C.
dance
followed the installation.
The
tickets,
now
on
sale,
are
priced
Our fiscal year ends Feb. 6, 1936, in order
tend the Lima High School, and of
Senate Office Wing, Washington,
to get a true condition of the town’s financial
»
STREAM POLLUTION
the difficulties which beset her in at a very reasonable figure so that
_____
all music lovers may attend. A word DC.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
her efforts.
standing. All bills should be sent in before
Pittsburg (Pa.) Post Office.
to thc wise is to procure tickets well
A Federal Plan To Improve Present
As
refreshments
are
featuring
pro

If I had my life to live again I would
that date.
Department of Health Building, have
Conditions Is Announced
PRICE
made a rule to read son# poetry
SIZE
ducts of South America, peanuts In advance as only seating capacity
I
and
listen to some musir at least ones
New York City.
Selectmen of St. George,
will be sold.
were
chosen
for
this
meeting,
and
,
a
week.
The loss of these tastes la a
The
possibility
of
a
Federal
pro
4.40-21 .................... $5.50
' loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Fred H. Smalley, Chairman.
gram for elimination of stream pol- ! Mre’ Ellingwood told in an interestUnder the cooperative vocational
5-7
4.50-20 .................... 5.80 lution was indicated in a letter re- j
way
growth, raising and
“THIS BETTER WAY”
program initiated by the SmithLong aa man's hope Insatiate ran discern
4.50-21 .................... 6.05 ceived from Senator Lonergan of the commercial value of the article. Hughes Act of 1917. more than 1,100,
Or only guess some more Inspiring goal
The Baak Leonidas
Connecticut to Fred V. Overlock. Su- Peanut butter sandwiches, peanut Ice
Outside of Self, enduring as the pole,
4.75-19 .................... 6.40 pervisor Division of Sanitation, box cookies, salted peanuts, and cof- 000 boys, girls and adults received The History of the Town of St. Along whose course the flying axles bum
Of
spirits
bravely-pitched.
earth's
instruction in vocational studies.
State Planning Board. Sena- tee were served.
George, (1892) gives a list of 62 ves
manlier brood:
5.00-19 .................... 6.85 Maine
Long as below we cannot find
tor Lonergan hopes that definite] Tbe February meeting will be ln
sels built there. John Blckmore built The
meed that stills the Inexorable
5.00-20 .................... 7.10 stops will be taken by the Federal charge of the younger members of
mind:
nine
of
them.
viz..
One
bark,
three
Sponsored By
So long this faith to some Ideal Oood.
brigs, five schoonerr. The bark, Under whatever mortal names It masks.
5.25-17 .................... 7.35 Government in the near future to 1 the Society, with Miss Louise Dolliver
Law. Country, this ethereal
Leonidas, was built tn 1866. J Freedom.
inaugurate a Federal plan to Improve in charge.
inood
5^5-18 .................... 7.60 present conditions.
That
thanka
the Fates for their severer
Franklin Bickmore, Jr. of Chicago,
i .
—-- .
tasks.
"Government
loans
and
financial
Januar
>
’
18
lhe
"
U
“
ve
on
by
grandson of her builder, who has in
Feeling Its challenged pulses leap.
5.25-21 .................... 8.40
others skulk In subterfuges cheap.
assistance would,' said Senator Lon-! lne' bcrsonal Prlnted
New, just made. I put it up, one his possession a •sater color picture While
And. set ln Dangers van. has all the
5.50-17 .................... 8.35 ergan, "under the plan, stimtHate
Courier-Gazette Is offering durboon
lt asks.
gal. jars *1.15. 3 gal. kegs *2.75. 4 of the bark painted In Havre, France,
Shall win man's praise and woman's
love.
5.50-18.................... 8.60 construdtion of adequaite sewage dis- in8 Januar> RYTEX DECKLE EDGE gal. kegs $3.00; 1 gal. Sauer Kraut ln 1867. ls desirous of obtaining any
Shall be a wisdom that we set above
at
posal plants and industrial trade VELLUM stationery in DOUBLE the Juire $1.00, 3 gal. kegs $2.50. I information in regard to her.
All other skills and gifts to culture dear.
5.50-19.................... 8.75
A
virtue round whose forehead we Inwaste
treatment
plants,
and
would
usual
quantity
(100
sheets
and
100
also have nice Salted Dandelion
Was she lost at sea or was she
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND
wreathe
6.00-16.................... 9.30 give employment to many now out of envelopes)—with your Name and Ad- Greens, put up in 1 gal. jars $1.85, laid up and went to pieces? Any Laurels that with a living passion breathe
When other crowns grow while we twlna
wOrk."
{ dress or Monogram tor *1.00 a box
15 lb. kegs $3.25.
Information about the bark would
them. sere.
What brings us thronging these high
In anticipation of Federal aid, See samples and place your order at
be greatly appreciated.
rltA to pay
.
,
Ai 2.00 P. M.
EDWARD A. DEAN
Albion B. Crocker
And seal these hours the noblest of out
Maine can prepare for early im- cnee lor one or more boxes of thks
TEL. 466-W
year.
TEL. 671-.1
70 Porter street,
provement of the industrial and do- beautiful Deckle Edge printed paper. ROCKLAND, ME.
8ave that our brothers found thia better
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Everyone Invited.
Food Given Away
____________________________ 5S8 I Somerville, Mass., Jan. 8
wty?
4-6 me#tlc waste problem.
i -adv.
—James Russell Lowell
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Two Tickets to Each Theatre

M'lOON SAIISand SERVICE

UNLISTED SECURITIES

INCORPORATED INVESTORS

BANK STOCKS

INSURANCE STOCKS

LINCOLN E. McRAE

TOWN OF SI. OEORGE

Kelly-Springfield

TIRES

WE WANTERKNOW!

ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOL
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
RUTH CLUFF

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

Every-Other-Day
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IN POLICE COURT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

J A Washington Raid—Stolen
Potatoes — Smashed Win
dows—Starved Animals

Sanctify yourselves; for tomorrow |
the Lord will do wonders —Josh. 3:5

BASKETBALL BATTLES

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

ROCKPORT

Sezakians Lose a Close One Mrs Prank Priest was hetess at
Oils week's meeting of tlie Trytohelp
To Lewiston—Thomaston11 Club. The time was spent with sewBeats Crosby
i in? and games. Next Mondav eve- :

The High School was very glad to
-------ning the club will meet at iliq heme
Lewiston High had a top-heavy lead cf Mr; Ray Ea tcn
Merrill Orff cf Washington was welcome as its guest speaker at as
brought into Municipal Court yester sembly Jan. 7, the Rev. Corwin H in last night's game at the Rockland
Mrs Wcst:n WdU -s a
at
day forenoon charged with the ille Olds, pastor of the Congregational gym until the last period, when it Knox Horclpl.
Just prior to selecting the City of gal possession cf intoxicating liquor.
Church of Rockland. The subject of
xhe Reoknort High School beys'
Brotherly Ixne as the place for The case was the outcome of a raid | 'at; address was "Dangers of Democ suddenly found a bunch of inspired
hoopsters clawing at its doors. Tlie and g_-ls' basketball teams will play
holding their national • convention made Thursday night by Deputy
racy and Principles of Patriotism,”
Camden High tonight at thc Camden
Thursday the members of the Sheriffs Robert A Webster and Srnand was especially appropriate at this eight-point lead which had marked
YMCA.
Democratic national committee list <st Gray, who seized ab;ut 1J quarts
the
beginning
of
that
period
was
cut
period of international conflict. He
ened to the cheerful prediction of of liquor—said raid being in response
At tlie annual meeting of the Bap
told of the ideals which went into the to three, but the enrushin? locals had
Postmaster General Farley that to complaints which hat reached
tist
Ladies' Aid Wednesday afterto
stop
there.
Lord
was
high
point
making of our American Republic, of
“otfr opponents will make this the Sheriff Ludwick. Orff was sound the development of these ideals into ; man of
neon at the home of Mrs. Minetta
<ame
bitterest and certainly the dirtiest1 guilty and placed on probation for the Constitution cf the United States
preliminary skirmish the Paul these officers and committtecs
political struggle that any of us can two years, compelled to report regu and of the continued practical worth Crosby High girls team cf Belfast were elected; President, Mrs. Minetta,
remember." It is not within the larly to Sheriff Ludwick.
of these ideals in our present day gov- defeated the Rockland High girls 3, Paul; vice president. Mrs. Maud
power of this newspaper to say what
Walker; secretary and treasurer. Mrs
ernment. His address was brought |to 7policy the Republican campaign
Two Camden minors faced tile to a clcse with an inspiring appeal to
Christie Whitney; chairman wxk >
Score of boys game:
managers may adopt between now Court yesterday, one charged with Lhe young people of the High School;
committee. Mrs. Ella Overlcck; as- j
Lewiston
and the general election in Novem- breaking into a cottage, and both with r.ot to leave unheeded their heritage'
F
r sistant. Mrs Nina Carrell; chairman
G
her; we rather assume that vigorous smashing schoolhouse windows. They bu[ to develop minds intelligent Semetauski, If ........ 1
24aprcn committee. Mr:. 8. Josephine,
0
language may be necessary, for cer-|wtre placed on probation after hear- I MQUgh t(J understand ln
2 Wall; chaplain. Mrs. Christine Cur- j
0
what this Tiner If ................... 1
PRICED
$
tainly no other kind would do j mg some stem talk from tlie judge
1
3 ricr.
heritage consists and wills determined , Ke^y>
.................. 1
PONTIAC
justice to thc fantastic measures and t
•
0
4
Miss Lille Hill of the Eallard Busi- '
enough to hold to their Ideals.
E Thier. c .............. 2
thc spending orgies which have been ,
Murray and Romeo
AS LOW AS
1
«...
, Lahaie, c ................. 0
SIXES
and EIGHTS
1 ’ ross Schocl is employed as secretary j
m itnessed since the present Admin- (^eWy of Waterville, charged with
0
Tickets for the skating rink may Kehebor.es. Ig
2
4 at the High School building filling j
FOR
istration came in. But thc dirt the larceny Of potatoes from the gar- s'ill be obtained at Chisholm's, at the Flaherty, rg ........... 4
lilt pricn at Pontine, Mich.. begin at
o
8 j the vacancy caused by the resignation
9615 for the SU and 9756 fnr thc tight
which Boss Farley predicts does
q? Minot Lenfest In Was’oinjrtcn High School, or from Lincoln McRae, j
— | of Miss Ruth Miller. Mi s Miller has
—
txuhfect to change without notice).
COMFORT
Standard group of acccawriea extra.
he base it upon the ill-judged and
August, were given 30 days &piec? So far this venture has been a great! Totals ................. 11
24 entered the employ of the Stevsnscn
scandalous attacks which were
Knox County Jail after Recorder success; here's to its future.
Rockland
' Insurance Agency at Camden.
made by thc Democrats upon Prcsi- Q;is heard a little dissertatiton from
• • • •
G
F
P
Tne Methodist Ladies' Aid has set'
dent Hoover, in one of the rao»t cru- sheriff Ludwick aheut the troubles
During the past week Olenna Ran- LaCrosse. If ............ 2
0
Feb. 5 as the date of its annual birth- I
cial periods of this country s history,, farmers have without having their kin has assisted in the school office. | Peterson. If .......... ... 0
0
day party at the vestry
when one man, fighting enemies1 harvest stolen. County Attorney Bur
2
Murgita. rf ................. 2
I
Mrs. E. E Ingraham. Mrs. Maynard
The Kippy Karmval committee has
c
3
from within, and enemies from rows appeared for the S‘ate
3
Ingraham.
Mrs. William Ingraham menth cf December are: G:egg short
WINDJAMMER JOY RIDF.
,cf a wind-driven ship is stronger
;
been
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and
are
making
definite
crockettt
lg
without, was doing his utmost to
0
• • • •
■ plans for this "good time for all.'1
and Mrs. Leland Hawkins were guests ; hand award— Lille Hill. 120 word gold
------' than that of the luxury cf express
clarify a situation for Which neither
0
0
Mcrgan. rg
An aged Rockland citizen paid $25
Thursday cl Mrs. Marlon Cash at her j pm; Cera Whitney and Deris Heal. 80 Sch. Cons tells lion, Built In Maine. uuers
i Those elected as chairmen were: Gen.
he nor any political party was re
and costs for failing to feed his dogs etai chairman. Carl Spear; assistant. I
home in Rcckland.
To B? Ueed Fcr Tliat Purpose
Capt. Alvin Lceech, licensed in sail
jjjuwuiv
n.vnuauu. Mrs.
..... Oliver| ;vord cert;;i;a.f typewriting awards;
sponsible. When President Roose
; Totals ..... .. .....
and a horse. He had been taken into
------j to navigate all the waters of the
Ingraham
of
Rcckland
wa>
also pecs- Manan staj-rett. 50 word guard to be
j Elizabeth Till; decorating committee
velt took thc helm in March, 1933,
Referee.
Talbot.
custody by Mr. Dyer of the State So
Steamship lines specializing in ‘ g:£bc. will be the Constellation's sailchairman. Olenna Rankin; assistant.
entattached to thc already acquired 40
the dwindling Republican forces
ciety for the prevention of cruety to
Scuthcrn
cruizes shortly will have a, )ng master and Royall will serve as
The annual planning meeting of j word pin; Do,;-, Heal. Virginia Brown
Winfred Stanley; advertising commit
vied with thc Democrats to see
Thomaston 36, Crosby 20
animals. The nearly starved animals
big
windjammer
fcr a rival.
| his first mate.
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cf
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and
mi
c
Hill
40
wcrc
j
bronze
pin
tee chairman. Charles Merritt; aswhat best could be done for a
The boys' team from Crcsby High Bureau will be held next Tuesday at
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fOr by
I sistant. Russell Nash; dance commitRobert
Royali.
29.
of
Boston
and
The echconer is 204 feet long, and
jjrs
Ardelle
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is
employed
at
stricken country.
'ofnciah
tee chairman. Margaret Dunton; as-1 School. Belfast found hard aledding
the home of Mrs. William E. Whitney. tbe heme of Burton Skinner. Beech Boothbay Harbor, owner of the four jg fully rigged. She was launched a>t
ley able to say that President Hoov
-----------------sitant. Robert Crane; clean-up com- ln- Thomaston last night, losing the at 1.30 p m.‘ sharp. Officers will|be \ c;reet during the illness of Mr and masted schooner Constellat on. which Harrington in 1918 as the Sally Perals
er had similar support, or must he I
, . ----- ... .. —q Delano led
h? has remodeled to accommodate Ncyes and carried supplies to Amerielected and the work for the coming Mis. Skinner
admit that he was continually sub- i THE V.'ATERFO^'LERS j mittee chairman. William Karl; as- decision by 16 points.
passsngers. Ir.ncunces she would rail, can troops in France.
------s'stant.
Kenne
h
Morgan;
entertainwith
11
P°
mti
year outlined.
• • • •
jected to a campaign of villification
early in February on a southern;
-----------------by the Democratic party? Mr. Conference In Boston Jan. ment committee chairman. Visno The *:re:
Due to unfavorable weather condi
Church Notes
cruise of nearly 3000 miles.
The Courler-Oazette is offering a
Farley’s remarks Thursday repre
tions
the
regular
session
of
school
I 8—"Been Taking It On S*ngas: “sutant' Ruth Marston.
,
Thomaston
Baptist Church: Oeorge F. Currier,
When Royall said “sail" he meant Special value in Engraved Visiting
sented the height of absurdity to
was emitted Thursday.
F
O
minister:
Service cf worship at 11 just that, for Constellation has no Cards. ICO White or Ivory Engraved
Mrs. Dorothea Coiley is substituting
the Chin"
those who know anything of politi
Heibert Stover of Rcckland has en
2
Wocdcock. If .......... 3
during the absence of Mrs Ruth B.
o'clock, sermon "There is a New Crea auxiliary engine Royall said he ex- visiting Cards from your own plate,
cal historv.
0
rolled as a student at the Ballard
Anderson. If -r........... 1
A New England waterfowl confer Spear.
tion." Btole verses will begin with peeled the cruise, which w ll include jj qq 100 Engraved visiting Cards,
1
y Business School.
Libby, rf-------------- 4
Thc work of the Maine Sea ence is to be held at the State Hou-e
calls a: Bermuda, the Virgin Islands., paneled, from your own plate. $1.15.
3
In Boston Jan. 18 The Massachu
11
Th? week-day Bible study group "B"; church schcol at 10: Christian ■ Haiti. Jamaica and other islands, to ,-------------------------------------------------A Boy Scout Troop is being organ O Delano, c ............ 4
Coast Missionary Society attracts
0
2 ( will meet Tuesday at 2 o'clock with End'-aior a*. 6: evening prase service require 42 days, of which 23 will be
setts Waterfowlers' Association spon- ized under the leadership of Daniel C. Delano, c ......
1
increasing attention each winter,
1 Mis; Mabel Pottle.
1
strlng the event issues the following Chick. The first meeting will be held Johnson, lg ............. 0
at 7; sermon. "Has Russia a Religion spent at sea.
and is so ably conducted by its super
1
3
notice:
next
Wednesday
at
7
p.
m.
Thirteen
Upham,
lg
...............
1
Announcements have been received cr Not?" praver meeting Tnu:rday at
The Constellation's itinerary was,
intendent, Rev. Orville J. Guptill,
'I of the marriage cf Mss Mildred 7 p. m.; Ladies' Circle Wednesday
0
“It is cur purpose to impress upon boys have been selected to form this Jealosis. rg ........... 0
plotted to take advantage of the,
that it deserves increasing support.
0
0 Avilla Magune to B Lloyd McShechy afternoon with Mrs. Arthur Walker, trade winds, a gift frcm heaven which
Chief of the Bureau of Biological Sur troop and its number will be in-, Elwell, rg ................. 0
Even body has read of the Christ
vey 'who has agreed to be pretent) I Cleased SOon,
which took place Dc. 31 in New
Methodist. Forrest F Fowl;, minis- permits 4 windjammer to hold her
mas cheer whicch thc yacht Sun
36 Ycrk city. This wedding is cf inter- ‘ ter: Church Schcol at 10 o'clock;
14
the true facts and conditions as are
Totals
course for day; cn er.d without alter
beam carried to isolated communi
Belfast
Last Monday those interested in .
found in New England These facts
est to friends bore as the bride is thc , morning worship at 11; Epwrrth ing the trim of a rail.
ties on the Maine coast, and every
P younger daughter cf Dr. and Mrs '
F
O
and figures which will be presented debating began work on the question,'
League at 6; evening service at 7;
Royall said he exprc'.ed the Con
body knew of thc blessings which
7 Frank L. Magune cf Worcester, Mass Ladies’ Aid will hold an all-day
1
3
at this meeting will no doubt be a Resolved: That several States shall Jackson. If
stellation would leg an average of 125
must descend upon thc head of this
j
r"act
legislation
providing
tor
a
sysPcrter.
If
....
0 I formerly of this t:wn.
0
•
surprise to you as well as to him.
scas.on with dinner at the vestry miles a day. He said he intended to
nautical Santa Claus.
But thc
RANKIN' ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
4
0
2
“The Sportsmen cf New England tern of complete medical service Hall, rf ......
Students
at
the
Ballard
Business
Wednesday; Johnson Society will limit his passenger list to the saltier
Christmas effort is only one feature
124tf
1 School receiving awards fcr the
1
0
have taken it cn the chin about long available to all citizens at public ex- Ogier rf
meet Wednesday evening
cl ccean travelers, to whom the lure
of the Society's work, for thc So
3
enough! Are we going to continue? pense. We hope to send two afflrma- Smith, rf ..
1
1
ciety knows no season and is “on thc
"Resolutions will be presented at tive and two negative teams to the C. Smith, c
0
0
0
job” to thc extent that its facilities ]
this meeting, and seme of our objec piactice tournament which is being Robinson, lg
2
I
0
permit. Supt Guptill writes that J
tives are to have New Eng^nd zoned, held in Bangor Feb. 15. After that Sizick. lg ....
0
0
0
thc Sunbeam will visit Rockland. |
the return cf live decoys., and the re the teams for thc Bates League will Irish. rg
1
3
1
probably Jan. 17, and that he would
0
moval of all petty restrictions. The be chosen.
0
0
, Howard rg .
like to find here an accumulation of
• • • •
whole .hearted support of all the
20
4
8
Totals .....
clean, wholesome reading matter for1 waterfowlers is necessary to make
Curiifr activity period Thursday
distribution in thc ports which the this meeting a success and we urgent- morning an ardent group of philatelReferee—Foss. Time 4 8's.
yacht visits. He solicits these con ly request the presence of all who can ists met in the library. These meettnbutions through local pastors, and
or at least some rep- ings of the Stamp Club are to be held
I he Couner-Gazcttte will be glac rejen6aave
JX)ur Gun Club or every two weeks. Collectors, get out
Waldobcro and Union divided honto act as a clearing house for any - gp^sm^ s erganization. A word to your stamps and join the group
ors in Waldcboro last night the lccal
ch reading material your friends and your v
body who has sucl
- . • .
quintet winning 37 to 16 and tthe girls
local newspa
he is w illing to pass on. Supt. Gup pers will help to reach all interested.
The High School intends to pur- taking a 20 to 19 decision. Tbe beys
till names among thc desirable
“A representative from thc Ameri ciiase an amplifier to be used at the summary:
magazines The National Geogra can Wildlife Institute and the Com basketball games and at the skating
Waldoboro
phic. Popular Science, Popular Me missioners of Fisheries and Game of rink. Two have already been tried
G
F
chanics, Saturday'Evening Post, La the New England States are invited cut.
2
Vannah. If _______ 3
dies Home Journal, Woman's Home guests."
1
Acorn, rf ................ 4
Th; Junior High Girls' basketball Hcpklns. c ............ - 4
Companion, Cosmopolitan. Good
2
teams start their league games to Jensen, c ____
0
Housekeeping. Liberty, Western
0
EAST AND FURIOUS
day. The 60 girls who came out for Young, lg ............... 0
•
Stories and Adventure.
basketball have been divided into six Bcnamar. '.g ............ 1
0
Were Last Night’s Scraps— teams: Fords. Chevrolets, Dodges.
Lewis O. Barrows, whose entry
Siench. rg ...... — 3
Kickapoo Radio Man Out Bulcks, Pontjpcs. and Tcrraplancs. Anderston, rg ......... 0
into thc gubernatorial race is appar
Each Saturday there will be three
ently regarded as timely by many
A bigger washer—a faster washer—
classed Ponzi a Bit
games, giving each team a chance to
leaders and workers, gave a brief
Totals _________ 15
Matchmaker Hamlin promised that compete with each other team At
interview to thc Bangor Commer
Union
a new EASY Washer in a new mod
cial the other day, in thc course of last night's main bout would be a real the end of six weeks the team win •
O
em beauty of design — offering a
which he said:
battle, and he kept his word. Frankie ning the most games will be thc Simmons. If ............ 0
Thc blow to thc AAA has left the jieiriil, the young Augusta boxer, who league champion.
I Ferris. If . ................ 1
• • • •
country confused Even the Pros:- has onJy four flngers and Qne thumb
newly perfected driving mechanism
1
! Hesslain. rf . ............ 0
dent dees not know what the next
At the next Senior High assembly
step is to be, but I feel that some tc his credit, but he was amazingly tlie program will be presented by thc Williams, c .............. 1
that's QUIET, efficient and enduring.
protection must be accorded the fast, and emerged unscathed in his
I F. Edwards, lg ------ 1
farmers in maintaining a living price battle with Pancho Villa. Jr., who Junior High School students.
Howard, rg .............. 0
• « • •
for the.r commodities.
must be credited witli the best exhi
The
girls'
basketball
team
is
thc
I favor security for the aged, the
Buy now to get the biggest VALUE
16
Totals ...... .’.—.... 4
blind and the dependent citizen, and bition he has ever given in Rockland. proud possessor of new suits and
Four
Ponzi Cochran was shaded in his jackets. To show their appreciation,
Referee: Burrell.
Time
I believe the State of Maine should
EVER in the low-priced washer field
at the earliest possible moment move > fight with Arthur Byron, radio effirer
lights.
to insure this, with the existing laws, I cn the Kickapoo. who while serving this week thc members of the squad
have been busy cleaning the locker
together with proper financing, as the
—with that assurance of QUALITY
A REPRESENTATIVE CONTEST
laek of appropriation of funds is on thc UBS. Cincinnati held the room.
holding up present legislation.
welterweight championship of thc Pa
• • • •
only EASY can give.
Two R;publicaM are seeking thc
cific fleet. Ringside conservatives
A letter which Kenneth Morgan
That Senator White will have no gave Byron three rounds and Ponzi
received from his sister. Vernet. now- Representative nomination in the
opposition in thc primary election, two. Both men were apparently
Camden. Hcpe and Appl“tcn class
attending High School in Bristol.
anil that he will contribute much fagged when Timekeeper Halstead
They
ar; Charles F. Dwinal. and
Conn, reads: "I'm having a grand
strength to the Republican ticket in pounded the iron.
time here in Bristol. I'd been ln Harry T. Gushce. Nom'nalion papers
thi- presidential campaign is very
The Mysterious Kid. whoever he school about a week when the presi are said to be in circulation.
evident. Senator White is one of was, proved altogether too much for
dent of the Girls' Federation asked
.. . Own BOTH an
thc most popular figures in thc N'a Vmo Johnson, whom the bell saved
Robert Chaples, Sr., is confined ta
me to join, which il did. I'm to be
tional Capital entrusted by several in the first round, but who was
his Broadway home with a badly ininitiated into the Omega Beta I'm |
Wash 2 tubs full
administrations with
committee quickly vanquished in the second.
sorry to say that I am not playing jfe:ted e>e
tasks of much importance and
Bud McKeon of Camden never basketball. Thev don't have it here I
of clothes for
For a Birthday gift nothing would
carefully listened to when he de blossomed. Charlie Manter of Owl’s
tor senior girls. The swimming Club I
livers his effective speeches. This biad laid him away in the first half has asked me to join, so I take my 1 be more acceotable than a box of RY
a penny!
TEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM sta
is his first term in thc Senate, and of the initial round
test Friday. They have a swell pool
he is in thc hopeless minority, but
Dusty Peters and Young Hillgrove in the gymnasium. The school has | tionery printed with Name and Ad
both parties cheerfully attest to his were alternate aggressors in the black
dress or Monogram. During the
an enrollment of about 3.000. The
value there.
rrd white scrap. Both are willing freshmen are ln a building on the month cf January only you can buy
IKE STORY IN
PER WEEK
fighters and gave a good exhibition. Boulevard. The sophomores are on this fine writing paper in DOUBLE !
... as
TWO
LINES!
Much adverse comment has been
I payable monthly)
The preliminary was the best ever. the first floor, Juniors on the second, thc usual quantity <100 sheets and
made upon President Roosevelt’s
ASK ABOUT THIS COMBINATION OFFER
Charlie Brann’s style of fighting re and seniors on the third. You might 100 envelopes) at $1.00 a box. including J
•perch at thc opening of Congress,
Your electric
sembles a Dutch windmill, the only tell Mr Biaisdell that my economic thc printing. See samples at The:
hut what more to thc point than
ratei have de
trouble being that his ferocious swings teacher, (Mr. Greene, knows him and Courier-Gazette office—adv.
these lines from thc pen of Editor
too
often
fell
short
by
a
yard
cr
two
clined over 30%
says
he
went
to
school
with
him.
One
Erskine of thc Lincoln County
But it was an exhibition which would side of the building is for classes and
while other com
News?
the middle for athletics. In the
When President Roosevelt effaced put some main bouts to shame.
modities h e v e
that friendly smile and launched the
other side they have a health school
POWE
increeied 32%.
bitter attack on all opposing thc NewFrom 40 to 50 leaves are required for children. I took thc freshmen
Deal. he lost much of thc Mold that to provide a normal size apple, horti college exam in physics and got 95,
Ists pleasing personality has had on
culturists say.
the highest In my class,"
the American people.
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Every-Other-Day
American Legion Auxiliary sewing ,
circle will meet Monday afternoon
at Legion hall, supper to be followed
by an evening business meeting.
a
Walter Dorgan who has been at
Knox Hospital to have a finger
amputated following an accident has
returned home.
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The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp,
1 sponsors a public card party at
Grand Army hall Wednesday after' noon, with play to begin at 2. Mrs.
Grace Keller will be in charge.

CONCERT—UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
RICHARD L. PHELPS, Organist

lotte

McLaughlin,

Soloist

BERTHA LUCE, Violinist

Thursday, January 16

SERMONETTE

God’s Purpo --—VI.

men at the First Baptist Church on
Sunday lr.crnlrj. Th; church schcol
will meet at noon and the Endeavcrer'r In piinlicn Hour will to held at
6 o'clock. Tne people's evening serv
ice will open at 7.15 with the prelude,
and big sing assisted by the organ,
piano and choir. Mr. MacDonald’s
sermon will be an answer to the ques
tion, "Is There A Fersonal Devil?"
The happy prayer and praise meeting
wiU be held on Tueoday evening at ■
7.15.

n oker ' etorv.of Cjicoge and hts
8.15 P. M.
Tickets 50c
spirits is .o me the !he‘ght cr in5-6&71
cpirod fict'on; but the spirits deal
ing w th Ccmelius and Peter I- the
Baraca Class will have supper at
truth cf <J£i. One is ."4 ghcsilv
A BIG SUCCESS
Friends of Mrs. Mabel Thorndike the Methodist vestry Wednesday at
and drama' o e.o th; ether.
i who is wintering in St. Petersburg I 6. the men in charge, with George W. i ,
rx
r,.
a ..
j
Three strange men stand before
JacksOn DaX Dlnner Attend'
' will regret to learn that she sustained Gay acting as chairman
Simon the tanner's door and i‘alk
! a wrist injury when she recently fell
ed By 113 Frcm Knox and with Fetor. They tell him fret of
on a slippery sidewalk during a rainy
Services for Robert Johnson May
Cornelius the soldier and the kind
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!
Lincoln Counties
hew were held from the Russell FuJun. 13—Patent Teacher Association day.
cf man he was; Of his piety and
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
meeting at High School Auditorium.
litral Home yesterday. Dr. John
The Jack:on Day dinner held Wedthat he received a warning frcm Sunday at 10.30 Rev. Charles A. Mar;Jan. 14—Joint meeting of the Chamber
The
Castine
Lions
Club
has
invited
smith
Lowe
officiated.
Interment
was
of Commerce and local service clubs at
ne:day evening by Kr.ox end i Gcd by an holy angel “to send for
the Congregational vestry.
tallor will take as hls subject "Ac
F A. Winslow of the Rockland Club I ,n Achom cemetery.
Jan 16—Baptist Mens League meets.
thee to conte to hi- house and hear quiring God's Viewpoint." SermonLincoln Ccunty democrats was conJan is -organ concert at Unlverealht j .0 be guest speaker Wednesday night,
—I
thy words."
Church. Miss Kitty McLaughlin assist-, Jgn
Orrctt p Robinsoni former.
ette for the children; Church Schcol
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, ridered a big success. Seventy to 80
Peter romembering well his will meet at 1145; Intermediate
J,n H i3 10 9 30,—WomRn'’ Bdtica-1 ly of Warren, is a member of the en- will meet Wednesday afternoon for guests were expected, but as the dlntlonal
onal Club opening; gentlemens gum.
ghostly visitant and hts words “go Christian Endeavor at 5 and Senior
iertainment committee.
night.
igl
a card party, supper at 6 in charge r.er hour approached the number in
with them, doubting nothing," Christian Endeavor at 6 and praise
Jan 19— Visitation of Rt Rev. Benjaof Mrs. May Cross, and the usual
man Brewster at St Peters Church.
asked them in and lodged
creased.
nearly
half
of
them
being
The installation of officers which evening business session.
Jan. 24—Camden- Recital of Cnmden
and preaching service at 7.15, subject
and Rockland pupils of Doris Heald I p I
Plr-lp ladles nfOAR wm
ladies. Piactically every tewn in Cn • the morrow Peter gathered
"A Stay cf Sentence? Senior Chris
School of Dancing, at Opera House.
rales UlTvie, Ladles 01 U.A.K.. ua.
some of bis brethren from Joppa
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
| to have on Wednesday when meeting
tian Endeavor social Monday evening ■
Thc officers of King Solomon's Kncx and Lincoln Counties was repFeb. 3—Lady Knox Chapter D.AR.,
and loft wi’h the men from Cor
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
meets with Mrs Nellie Peterson.
at the home of Mrs. Susie Lamb, was Temple Chapter will be installed next relented and 113 sat down to one of
Feb 3—Monthly meeting of City
nelius and cn the record day en
the meeting of Jan. 22, Thursday night by James A Richan. .h_ riinn.„
_
...
7 20. The Woman's Missionary So— m
Government.
tered into Crsarea. Cornelius, his ciety will held a tacking in the ves- ■
Fe5 'a—Adam Walsh to address Par-, to take place at the home of Mrs. The Chapter will have as guests
*
€ -lorn e
ent-Teacher Association.
'
1 br ethren of Aurora and Rockland
B
r.sar friends and kinsmen, waited
Hotel mana8em;nt Is n;ted
Buys Ladies’ $4.00
Lora Boynton.
’eh. 1”—Lincoln's Birthday.
try Wednesday afternoon and the
Feb. 14—Valentine Day
fcr them, and as Peter entered.
George
W.
Dyer
cf
Camden,
as
Lodges
and
Knox
Lodge
of
South
Ladies'
Aid
will
have
a
covered
dish
Feb. 21—Camden—Fire Department
Cornelius fell at Peter's feet and
On Jan. 14 at 1:30 p. m.. over Thcmaston.
Gift Ball In Opera House
toastmaster, introduced tnose at the
supper in thc evening.
F>b 22—Washington's Birthday.
worshipped him.
Pettr was
Station
WCSH
a
talk
on
"Colonial
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday.
——
speaker's table, among whom were
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at Customs
shbeked. but he said. "S'and up; I
216 pairs
will be given by Mrs.
Many articles have been published
_
Opera House, sponsored by Camden
cha.rmar. of the
CAMDEN
myself also am a man. "Ye know
Roscoe Wing, regent of the Oov. Fitz concerning the abandonment of the
Rockport Lions Club
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
it is an unlawful thing tor a man
ixsasiB
i Chapter, in the second broadcast be- Boston and Bangor steamboat line. C°“,y c«ee. Robert McCa-ty.
April 5—Palm 6unday.
but
none
seems
to
have
mentioned
'
h
T*
n
of
Cily
Committee,
and
Camden Commandery
Knights
April 10—Good Friday.
that is a Jew to keep company or
'
ing
sponsored
by
Daughters
of
the
April 12—Easter.
I
E. C. Moran, Sr. J. H Montgemery
Templar, meets Tuesday at 7:30 ■
to come into cne cf another na
June 9—Republican National Conven American Revolution.
the steamer Lady Lang. Yet Fred W.
of Camden was to have been cne of
tion opens In Cleveland
tion.
but
Ocd
hath
shewn
me
that
Supper at 6:30 will be followed by an Kg
Wight recalls that such a craft used to
June 9-11—Annual convention G.AR
address by Rev. Corwin Olds of
and allied bodies In Rockland.
I should not call any man common
The Maine Association of Optome run on this line. He would be inter i the principal speakers but was unable
Buys a Pair of $6.00
June 15—Primary Election.
; to attend. Substituting for him Oller unclean. Therefore, came I as
Rockland on thc subject, "War on
June 19-21—Annual encampment of j trists will hold its annual meeting ested to hear from somebody else who | ford B Butler and Judge ELsha W
the Maine Department. Veterans of
soon as I was sent for; I a?k fcr
Wheeb."
,
Sunday and Monday at the Hotel remembers that craft.
Foreign Wars. In this city.
j Pike' told a number of historic and
what in‘ent ye have sent for me?"
Mrs. Bertha Sylvester will enter- ■
Eastland, Portland. ’The Ladies'
Peter had not yet sensed that it
tain the ladies of the Methodist HI
It was a question cf "lock the doors" humorous stories of Andrew Jackson's
Supper will be served in advance of Auxiliary will meet with the parent
i group, and special entertainment, in- Thursday night at the Four Hour Sale ' Ue' James E Connellan spoke briefwas in fulfillment of God; pur
the Elks meeting Monday night.
Society Wednesday afternoon.
eluding a card party, on Monday, has cf Haskell & Corthell in Camden. A 1 ly and ,0 ,hc P°:nt 'rhe' principal
poses.
William A. Holman
Officers will be elected Monday
Sunshine Society will meetMonday 1 been planned.
spectacular sales event Mr. Corthell rPeaker of the evening was Hon
evening at Seaside Chapter, OES.
afternoon at Central Maine Power,
-------unhesitatingly calls his "best ever.” i ®ra<^oe<* B- Redcnnett of Wiscasset.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal», Covered dish supper at 6:30.
rooms.
! The artist in the Ford Sunday It was in connection with this sale who
required by necessity to Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector, services
Mrs. Alice French will be hostess to
Buys any discontinued style
Evening Hour 9 to 10 will be Rose that the carrier boys cf The Courier- |cut
time to conform to the broad- for tomorrow will be: Matins at 7.15;
Monday Club next week at an open
casting
hour
delivered
one
of
his
in

There will be a special cnildren's Bampton. contralto, whose gorgeous Oazette made their first lOOri flyer
Hcly Ccmmunion at 7.30; church
$5.00 or $6.00 pair of
meeting.
spiring and enthusiastic addresses.
matinee at Strand Theatre Tuesday I voice is peculiarly adapted to radio delivery coverage in this city.
schcol at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and
Lend-A-Hand-Club will assemble
At 10 o'clock the President's Jack- ssnr.cn at 10.30; vespers at 5 p m.
afternoon at 4.15 showing Charles transmission. Miss Bampton will be
-------Monday night at the home of Mrs.
Dickens "A Tale cf Two Cities."
' heard with the Ford Symphony
An interesting and timely series of son Day address was heard, and all
Forrest Magee. e
_____
Orchestra of 70 pieces, directed by sermons to be preached at the First j left feeling the evening had been a
At First Church of Christ. Scien
A meeting will be held at the
Past State Master Obadiah Gard- Victor Kolar.
Eaptist Church on the next three grand success.
tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster
Y.
M. C. A.. Monday evening to
net will install the officers of Pleas------Sunday mornings is to have as its
streets, Sunday services are at 10:30
JitHOiMwi
Members of Aurora Lodge. F.A.M.. and the subject of the Lesson-Ser organize and plan improvements in
In the list of donors for the Uni- * theme, "Ethiopians of the Bible." Jan.
ant Valley Orange Tuesday night.
Try a pair of Discontinued Style ■
are
permitted
to
invite
guests
when
fishing
at
Lake
Meguntlcook.
All
versalist
Memorial
Organ,
the
name
!2.
the
subject
will
be.
“
The
EthiopiSeveral Granges are invited.
mon tomorrow will be “Sacrament."
of Mrs. Benner should have appeared tn With the Open Heart;" on the the installation takes place next Wed Sunday School is at 11:45. Wednes interested persons are urged to at
These who saw and heard Law- as Mrs. Margaret Benner. It is not 19th, "The Ethiopian With the Open nesday night.
day evening testimony meeting is at tend.
rence Tibbett in "Metropolitan" at amiss to say that this list remains Mind;" and cn the 26th, “The Ethi
Camden Lodge. Knights of Pythias
Smoke issuing from the basement 7:30 The reading room is located at
Park Theatre acclaim it as the great- open to any who may wish to give opian With the Impossible Task."
meets
Monday night for work in the
of James E. Connellan's house on 400 Main street, and open week days
Others $5.95, $7.45
est song picture which ever came to in memory of some loved one who The choir under direction of Charles
degree of Knight.
from
2
until
5
p.
m.
1 Pleasant street yesterday so alarmed:
Rockland. The local managers have has passed on to eternal life. The Wilson will sing at each of these
Meguntlcook Grange holds its ses
• • • •
Mrs. Connellan that she promptly
many requests to repeat it.
list will remain open for some weeks services.
“Timely Counsel” will be Che Sun sion Wednesday evening.
summoned the Are department. A
------1 to come in order no one may be shut
Ccmique Theater attractions: Sun
Wereaweskcag Orange held its in orisk blaze in the cellar received thc day merning rermen tcpic cf Rev
The Auxiliary to (Ralph Ulmer out from tnis loving tribute.
day
and Monday. "Stars Over Broad
Charles
E.
Brooks
at
the
Pratt
Me

stillation Wednesday night in Scuth (Ire laddies' attention.
Camp has placed a year's subscrip-------way.” Tuesday "Last Days of Pom
morial
Methodist
Church.
The
tion to the National Tribune in the I The entertainment committee of Thcmaston with F. L. S Morse of
J. F. Burgess and Bradford Burgess Friendly Men's Bible Cl?" will meet peii;" student's matinee at 4. GetDress Models
Public Library.
This periodical the Baptist Men's League has pepu- Pka ant Valiev Grange as installing
will
attend the annual meeting of the at 9 30; Baraca Class and Church Rich-Nite, $100 given away. Wednes
thereby becomes available to all larized itself by engaging the Pine cfKcer and Harvey Crowley as mar
Maine Association of Optometrists at Schcol at noen and Epwcrth League day and Thursday. Kay Francis in
Now
veterans from the Civil War to the Tree Quartet for a return engagement shal Refreshments of sandwiches.
Now
the Eastland Hotel in Portland. A at 6.15 p m. Evening wor.hip. ccn- "I Found Stella Parish."
at
next
Thursday
night's
meeting
cf
cake,
coffee
were
served.
These
efflWorld War.
eirting ci a service of cra'se friiowed
Col. Ernest A. Robbins, editor of
the League. By special request the errs will served for the year: Master, tine program is arranged. The ses
Pleasant Valiev Grange will have quartet will sing, among other selec- Scott Rackliff; overseer. Maurice sions begin Sunday afternoon and by 2 Grrpel message, at 7.15 when the the Camden Herald, sailed (Monday
pouter's tcoic will be "Excuses." from New York on the 8. S. Fran
its installation Tuesday night ait 8 t£cns, Recked in the Cradle of the Rackliff: lecturer. Helen Rackliff; continue through Monday and Mon
Prayer meeting cn Tuesday evening conia. for a trip around the world.
day
night.
chaplain.
Charles
Watts;
treasurer.
o'clock. Invitations have been ex- | Deep." and "The Brils of St. Mary's.
at 7.15 o'clock.
He will return about June 1.
tended to several Granges to attend The quartet's first appearance, at the F.ora Baum; secretary.V-ottaCrowley;
Men’s
• • • •
The Rcckland Townsend Club
The annual planning meeting of
Each will furnish a number for the November meeting, created something steward. Ethan Rowell; gate keeper.
"Business and Religion” will be Mr the Ladies Farm Bureau will be held
Thursday night veted to held the Jan.
pregram. The business meeting be akin to a sensation, and there has Frank Stanton; Ceres. Louise Butler;
16 meeting in the Knights of Pythias Olds theme at the Congregational Jan. 15 at Megunticook Orange hall
gins promptly at 7 40 L'ght refresh been a general demand for ansther Pomona. Edna Rackliff; Flora. Mar
Hall. 407 Main street at 7.30 p. m. J. Church cn Sunday a! 10 30 and all Dinner will be served at noon with
ments will be served and a social eve opportunity to hear it. F. A. Wins garet Gilchrest; lady steward. Ethel
Sizes 7 to II
Clarence
Leckemby of Pittsfield, who business and professional men are this committtee in charge: Mrs. Mary
Hclbrook: executive committee. Frank
ning enjoyed. Officers present and low will be guest speaker
specially
invited
to
be
present.
Sun

will be the club's guest speaker asks
Nash. Mrs. Emelyn Bridges. Miss
Stanton. Ethan Rowell.
elect are asked to meet in lower hall
especially that all folks who are pa t day Sehcrl is at 9 30 a m.. and the Lawrence.
home
demonstration
While
relatives
of
the
late
Leonard
at 7 sharp.
Sizes 11 to 2
Bv all odds thTmost striking set i 60 yeare cf
'c attend this meeting. Bercan Class of adults will meet at agent, will be in attendance and a
Dearden called here by his tragic
add’fS3 ha? a fPeclal messa*p noon. Comrades et the Way will meet full program of the year's work
“It is the groaitest yet." Out cf death first planned to hold no formal of calendars ever distributed by a | as
at 6 30 and aill have as their gue tj planned.
Miami. Fla., yesterday came this funeral service here, taking the re- Rockland concern are those which to them. The meeting will b; open
the A’uha Omega young people's soMiss Hazel Witherspoon has re
lhe Pu^c'
statement frcm W. O. Fuller, who is mains at once to Salem. Mass., for tt;il go in a few days to patrons of
be
enrolled
by
paying
the
membership
octy
from the Universalist Church turned from the _
_
_ in
Butler
Hospital
spending the winterthere. Mr.Ful- | interment, in
response to requests that enterprising Rockland lobster
fee cf 25 cent;. A short program cf The program is in charge cf Priscilla
wherc for several weeks ■
ler hadju-t been to see"A Tale of from friends, particularly those in concern. Rackllffe & Witham. The
recelved treatment. Friends will ■
Two Cities.” and found that ithe film gt. George, services were held at the calendar pads arc affixed to good- entertainment wi l be given in con- Lovejoy. Inez Bowlev. Nancy Snow
Junction with Mr. Leckemby's ad- and Barbara OTfeil _
glgd
]egrn she u greatiy
version cf Charles Dickens' great Russell Parlors Monday evening, and sized water color paintings, done by
his subject bring, "America at
• • • ...
nrnvpri
novel, met ut> with h‘s most enthu1!- the outpouring of friends from a large Edwin Witham. a young Rockland dress,
Ih.
••
“You Can
’1 stc
P Living" will be lhe
Can't
Step
the ProveaI1 subject
... . . of—
.. j Mrs. Lois Daucette entertamed the
astic cenccption of it. The picture area in this vicinity was eloquent an ist. who graduated from the Schcol the Cross Road;.
ALL SALES CASH
|
_____
Dr. .Lowe's sermon at. thc
Les Huit Club this week at her home
comes to Strand Theatre Sunday. tribute to the high regard held for of Practical Arts in Boston. The subA local co-resptmdent writes: At Universalist Church Sundav m:rnMonday and Tuesday, and because of the deceased. Rev C. E. Brooks, Jects are those that might be selected the Men's trague next Thursday I
'ne "^hippere at this serv- on Park street.
ALL SALES NOT FINAL
Blanche B., wife of Robert W. | Shoes may be returned if nol satisfied in one week ■
its length the first performance will pastor of the local Methodist church, hv any genuine lover of the sea and
.
, night the diners will be given their i ice
sav “TavwvU' to
old
begin at 6.15 each night.
officiated, and from his association are so faithfully executed as to ex-. m3ney>s wcr<h
,hf form c,
Me ergan. Mrs Carrie Burpee Shaw will Ccites, died at her home 6 Oak street
and money refunded
■
with Mr. Dearden as organist of the ‘ cite the wonder and admiration of all Sol by the newly organized male quar- i ** present ar.d play the organ pc;t- Friday, age 57 vears. Funeral services
Attractions at Strand Theatre next church, spoke in an intimate and who have seen the calendars Young
Al. „ a
..
.
At
y-' -s n
■
will be frcm the home Monday at 2
All Sale* Merchandise First Quality
tet, namely the Pme Tree Male Quar- ude a*
C'C5C
,hc swvice
week are Sunday. Monday. Tuesday. feeling manner.
Witham is now engaged in art work tet which will sing again as they did Church school se:s:ons at noon; p. m
"Tale of Two Cities," with Rcna’.d
-------1 t t home, and his paintings are flntjing two months ago. Judge Sanborn of , Kr. skeibccktr Class In the auditcriColman and Elizabeth Allen; Wed
MARRIED
'l he Woman s Mission .Circle of the ipaqy purchasers.
PWtland who was the speaker on that um aj’.d Mro. G’rVer's Class at her
nesday, Thursday, "Sc Red the Ro e," church parlors Wednesday afternoon
rOGERTY-BRGDHEAD—At Rosllndalc.
-----Mav Dec 7. Euvene W Fogerty, and
occasion has highly commented on it. residence. The Alpha Omega Young
with Margaret Sullavan. Randolph with 24 members present. The pro
Mls» Dorothy Brodhead. both of
People's Sccioly will meet with the
The
quartet
was
organized
by
S.
T
Rosllndale, Maes
Ecott; Friday and Saturday. “Call cf gram centered around two missionary
Comrades
cf
the
Way
at
630
in
the
SAVE FUEL
McSHEEH
Y-MAOUNE— At New York
ROCKLAND, ME. |
Constantine and heads it as first
the Wild.” starring Clark Gable stations in the Belgian-Congo. Africa.
city. Dec 31. B Lloyd McSheehv and ■ 432 MAIN STREET,
Congregational
Church.
tenor. Carlton Pcrter, second tencr;
BAKE QUICKLY
Miss
Mildred
A
Magune.
of
Rockport
and LcreWa Young. Due to the The historical settings were given by
« • ■ •
length of shew on Sunday. Monday. Mrs. H. W. Frohock assisted by Miss
Put in your kitchen one of the new Charles Wilson, first bars; Roscoe
"An Ethiopian With tho Oprn
DIED
McKinney, second bass. According to
Tuesday the first evening perform Blanche Sylvester and Mrs. Hope
Heart," w.ll be the subject of thc ser- MANNING—At Bailors Snu4 Harbor
Mr.
Constantine's
Judgment
Mr.
ance will start at 6.15, the second per Brewster. Mrs. Frohock's story came
Brooklyn. Jan 6. Cam Allen Merrill
Manning, a native of Rockland, aged
McKinney should be branded as
Golden Rod Chapter. OFS . elected |
formance will start at the usual from the most uncivilized portion of
78 years. Burial In Denmark.
fourth bass, because hls low vccal
MacKENZIE—At Bridgeport. Conn Jan these officers last night: Worthy
time 8.30
Africa, a stirring tale of the conver
8. Nellie R. (Ludwig) wife of Roderick matron. Thelma Stevens; worthy pa-1
range knows no limit. Mrs. Elsa Con
sion of a warrior chief. Mrs. Mildred
J. MacKenzIe of Bridgeport and
stantine is the pianiri. The program
Tenant's Harbor
Drastic reductions in dresses and Havener contributed a vocal solo witli
Iron, Carl Stevens; associate matron,
THURSTON—At Rockland. Jan 9, Ml«s Frances Morse; associate patron. C
will appear in Tuesday's issue.
knitted suits; $10.95 wool dresses finish. Refreshments were served by
Alice G Thurston of Appleton, aged
55 years. 6 months. 10 days. Private Earl
Ludwick; secretary. Clara
closed out at $5 00; $5 95 skirts now Mrs Etta Thompson. Mrs. Abbie
AND
funeral services from the residence
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of thc
$355. Alfrcda Perry. 7 Limerodk Richardson. Mrs. F. M. Kittredge,
Sunday at 1 o'clock. Interment In Watts; treasurer, Nellie Dow; conAppleton.
Littlefield Memorial Church was
1 ductress, Bertha Borgerson; associate
street.—adv.
Mrs. William Brawn, and Mrs. Lena
YOUNG—At Campbello. Mass. Jan 6,
guest speaker at the Rotary Club
Frank O Young a native of Cushing I, conductress, Clara Curtis; finance
Rokes.
Established 1840
nged 80 years
meeting yesterday, giving some cf his
W. R Fester Transfer Co. of Thom
■ committee. Milton M. Griffin, Hester i
ORAM At Medfield. Mass., Dec 31. Mrs. j
Licensed Embalmera and
thrilling experiences in Peru while
j
Chase
and
Belle
Frost.
Annual
re

Mamie
O
(Hoakl
Oram
aged
67.
In-j
aston is now located at Myrtle St.,
CRACK DEGREE TEAM
Attendants
It is peculiarly important that
terment In Rural cemetery. Waldo ports were heard and memorial
engaged in missionary work there.
Rockland.
Telephone 123-R foa
boro.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
j
services
held
for
Mrs.
Edith
ChetAn
extended
abstract
of
his
talk.as
a
service
such
as
it
is
our
privi

Thc attention cf thc officers and
BABBIDGE—At Rockland. Jan 9. Rlri.nrd I
prompt service.
3-5
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrew!
Babbldge.
aged
77
years.
4
monthI
given before the Baptist Men's League
ether members of Rockland Encamp
lege and duty to perform be like
Funeral service Saturday at 2 o'clock ]i wynd. Mrs. Georgia Small and Mrs
Day or Night Telephone
recently appeared in this paper. Mr.
from Burpee Funeral parlors.
Harriet Orbeton.
Mrs. Bernice
Tickets to the skating field may be ment. I.O.OF., is directed tc the fact
the ministrations of a trusted
BFALE—At Portland. Jan 9. Lucy M. Havener and Mrs. Florence Philbrook
Marsialler
found
another
highly
in

that
the
crack
team
of
Lewiston
En

obtained at Chisholm's store or from
450
Beale, aged 92 years. H days Funeral |
friend. Our aim is to be at all
terested audience yesterday. Visiting
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from were thc supper chairmen. Ir.stallaL. E. McRae $1 for the season. Give campment w.ll confer the Royal Pur
Representatives in all large cities
Burpee
pec
funeral
parlors.
Interment
ln
times worthy of your trust.
I tion will take place Jan. 24 at 8.! In tbe United States and Canada
Rockport.
some poor youngster a winter's fun — ple degree on a class of candidates The best range that can be made. Rotarians were Kendall Hopkins and
Archie Green of Camden and Mr
I KNIOHT—At Camden. Jan. 10. Lyrde 1 each member inviting one guest.
tonight. Supper at 6.30. Those not
adv.
156*13
Trade In Yonr Old Range
Knight, formerly of
Lincolnville,
AMBULANCE
Tyler of the Portland Klwanls Club
aged 62 years.
already solicited should take pastry.
Service
is Instantly available.
nas a guest. Donald Hanley was ad
GLOVER— At Camden. Jan 10. Miss
Priced from
ap
Experienced attendants on duty.
Georgia E Glover, aged 71 years. 4
1936
1855
mitted to membership, the "charge”
months. 25 days.
Day and Night Telephone
COATES—At Camden. Jan 10. Blanche
Drastic reductions in dresses and j Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish being delivered by Raymond E. Thors E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
INC.
150Stf
B wife of Robert W Coates, agro
knitted suits; $1093 wool dresses;
ton. A large percentage of the club
57
years.
1
month.
20
days.
Funerel
Distinctive
Memorials
in
450
Waldoboro, Me.
X
TEL 662
services Monday at 2 p. m.
voted to attend the Joint session with
Granite and Marble
122Stf closed cut at $5.00; $595 skirts now
Ml MALI ST. ROCKLAND, MR.
ROBINSON
—
At
Rockland.
Jan
11.
John
Thomaston. Me. East Union, Me.
ROCKLAND, ME.
th Chamber of Commerce Tuesday 9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
L. Robinson aged 49 years 11 months.
Artistic Memorials in Stone $3.95. Aifreda Perry, 7 Limerock I
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
2 days. Funeral Tuesday at 10 o'clock
135tf
llltf bight.
street—adv.
at Burpee funeral parlors.
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McLAIN SHOE STOKE
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H

FANCY DRESS SHOES

$495

KALI-STEN-IK SHOES

a•«•

1
1
I
R
g
ENNA JETTICK SHOES |
I
iszoiao ■
I
I
R $095
I
WALK-OVERS
I
R
I
CINDERELLA
■
ARCH
R
■ PRESERVERS
■
$3.95
■
$7.95
9
1 SNAP OVERSHOES
I Children’s, 89c FOUR BUCKLE
OVERSHOES
R

$295

ij

I

I
I

■
I

Misses’,

98c

$2.69

^Tomorrows

McLAIN SHOE STORE

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Pariors

Burpee Furniture Co.

I
g

RANGES

Russell Funeral Home

II
II
I
■I
II

Sale Starts Friday!

GLENWOOD

$59

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

W. E. Dornan & Son,

I

Every-Other-Daf
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IMAGINARY INTERVIEWS

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦ ♦ ♦ f1
By Chuck Cochard

The Hollywood Extra

KITTY KILLY

HOW OLO ArtUST A r |T£L
fl TOUGH
GAG B6 BeFOffr \ ooy for RADIO GAG

I CAN'T
Th") /I Told rfa
pusuci-fy man Af'if wtNT
I -sPllT Th' MART'5 X AouPr-;
MILK- v/hat Art /
-/I

IT &E61NS Tb ER- J MEN

STONINGTON
Angelina DePalma has employ
ment in Providence.
Laurence Blood, son of Mrs Leo
Blood, recently underwent an ap
pendix operation at Blue Hill Hospi
tal.
Mrs. Lewis E. Sawyer is home from
New Rochelle, N. Y, where she has
been employed at the home ol Mrs.
J. J. McGuire.
Miss Prances Hosmer is visiting in
Boston.
Glenice Noyes was recently called
from Oak Grove 8eminary owing to
the death of her mother, Mrs. B.
Lake Noyes.
Mrs. Maud Alien is caring far the
home of her son. Milton Allen, while
(Mrs. Allen is a patient at Bluehill
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Torrey of the
Reach have been guests this week of
Mr. and Mrs. Pred A. Torrey.
Vinette Noyes has been confined to
the house by illness the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stoddard and
son Robert of Deer Isle visited Tues
day with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
H. W Colby.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Keene are oc
cupying apartments
in
Harold
Small's home.
Joseph 8 Eaton who holds the
gold headed cane for being the old
est man in town, was this week pre
sented with a medal from the Ma
sonic Lodge for 50 years membership
Revival meetings at the Pull
Oospel Mission txginning this date
will continue nighily. An invitation
to attend is extended the public

Strictly fresh nc.tive eggs, 27c per
doz. Native potatoes, 25c peck, 90c
bu. Free delivery, at Stover's, Rock
land. Tel. 1200.—adv.
4-5

)

DECOY ?

I To
Hollywood. Calif.—After a decade.
Hollywood is returning to the reliable
old melodrama, complete with vil
lains. auto chases and all the other
cardiac trimmings that go to make
walloping entertainment The hero
ines. are as pure as they are beauti
ful and the leading men are heroes,
as anyone can see by their shirts
thrown open at the throat.
A survey at Paramount this week
finds Pred MacMurray at the helm
of a roaring mot' cycle, breaking
through traffic in pursuit of Robert
Young and Claudette Colbert in “The
Bride Comes Home.'' Even the glam
orous Marlene Dietrich gets chased
in "Desire" when she and Gary
Cooper are run down by the gendar
merie on motorbikes.
The songs of Gladys Swarthout and
John Boles are Interspersed w.th
thundering hoofs as the lovers elude
the vigilantes in "Rose of the
Rancho " Motorboat, horseback and
auto chase are used in "Woman
Trap" as Gertrude Michael and
George Murphy track down their
quarry.
"Rose Marie" at M-G-M is a musi
cal. but there's foul play afoot in the
big forest fire scene And at the same
studio, melodramatic shivers are on
tap in "Three Live Ghosts " "It had
to Happen.” still under way at 20th
Century-Pox. is another major hairraiser. and on this lot. also, John
Boles Is having a time of it as an
American courier through Cuban
swamps with Spanish snipers at his
heels in "A Message to Garcia."
• • ■ •
"As You Like Tt," rated one of
Shakespeare's greatest (and incident
ally you* writer's favorite) romantic
comedies, and which on the stage
served as a starring vehicle for Maude
Adams Margaret Anglin, Julia Mar
lowe Edith Wynne Matthison and
many other famous actresses, is to
go on the talking screen.
Those Merry Madcaps of Comedy,
the Marx Brothers, have been signed
for another comedy following the
tremendous success of “A Night at the
Opera" We hope Harpo is assigned
to the role of chasing a pretty blonde
girl like he did in former pictures.
• • • •
Veils are going to great lengths in
Hollywood, literally, to make them
selves noticed this coming season be
lieves Gwen Wakeling. noted 20th
Century-Fox fashion designer.
"When veils made return appear
ance on hats a few seasons back they
were timid and discreet affairs" re
marks Gwen "Perhaps they dipped
an inch or so below the forehead; a
few cf the braver ones circled the en
tire hat; and some really daring ones
worn nose length. This year they are
gaily longer, wider, more circular, and
style forecasts are that they will be
come moie and more enveloping unit!
we may even see types that resemble a
mantilla. Already they are being
shown on certain hats as far down as
the shoulders. Equally striking are
the colored veils used for contrast on
light hats However it will not sur
prise me if there is not further ex
periment along the color line by
spring; and undoubtedly veils with
cclcred dots and other motifs will
float gaily in the spring breeze.

— By L. Frank

• - By Gene Carr

VWEN THEY

START TO BROQDCfKT
9n6US AS(Z/eaAS

Him Mituy?

sounds!
■

i<\'* *1/J

• HATuets S’ML

pked

ate

BOZO AND THE BARON

— By L. Antonette

FOLLIES OF THE GREAT -By Plotkin & Thun,dike

—By Art Helfant

RUMPUS

ANAXAGOMJS,

NOTED GREEK PHILOSOPHER -

STARVED TO DEATH
RATHER THAN ACCEPT
FOOD AND LODGING
FROM MS FRIEND

CZAR PETE* THE GREAT EMPEROR PERICLES/
WORKED ON l ie DOCKS IN
ENGLAND TO LEARN HOW
TO BUILD SHIPS FOR RUSSIA/

„ «

I2-H.-3S_____ ,_______________________________________

BARON MUNCHAUSEN
r
...... 1

---------------l

HE WAS OPPOSED
TO CHARITY—

—... y

— By Fred Nordley

- - By Gene Carr

N THERE

HERE

A, i
HAD FALLEN! INTO HER
BROTHER'S 6ROUNDS •
HE WELCOMED US AND
AGREED IT HAD BEEN
AN UNCOMMONLY CLOSE
«
CALL*
A

AT AN ALARMING
SPEED • WHAT
WAS I TO DO ?

o

Enroute To Helsinki

A FEW
FEET
ABOVE
GROUND’
I THREW
MARCIA
UP AND
6RASPED
"
HER ANKLES*
THUS OUR RAPID DESCENT
WAS BROKEN AND WE

our plane

FAILED US» So WE BAILED OUT*
MARCIA'S PARACHUTE FOULED
AND AS SHE FELL TOWARD ME •
I -SWUNG -MYSELF OUT, CAUGHT

NEEDLESS To SAY
HER PROXIMITY DISCONCERTED
Me « AND WHEN SHE PROFFEREG
A KISS, I IN TURN EXCITEDLY

/t-M-'Jr

/!/*«■

DON'T BE LIKE THAT!

— By Ray 1. Hoppman
LET HIM GO HR
O'Tool, vbuAtf
Mt WAS KIDS
OMCt'

One
A MEA1ACE IE THE
CARELESS GEEZER,
WHO IS AH OPEN
HOSTRIL SNEEZER

/yOPYWCHt

xCoHnnV

gfANS

z"

\

YAW TIM NATURES VMWGATt

«

tfywt wm1t mam's real
71 BURDEN IS A L°T cr OTHER
WWlTt

OA/5

ODDITIES-LAND. SEA AND AIR

MEN —

ty C. Y. Renick
1hc
How would

COWCMI l»» VAN T1W K>TU«H STNOIC«tt

•

DON'T LAUGH —

SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS

— By Blumey

—

YOU LIKE TO
RIDE A YAK?
That'5 what
ARE USED
FOR IN THE
HIGHLANDS OF
ASIA. THEY ARE
SURE-FOOTED AND
CAN
STAND
HIGH
—
>-w*'rViryYv>1^VMr’ 0
n
uri ALTl
alii—

twwdjfllp) TUDES BETTER THAN HORSti
CAN EAT
ALMOST ITS
OWN

A SHELL COVERED

BhOULD a TURTLE -DOVB FLY OVER

Qon't

YOUR. HOUSE
WILL DIE

WILL

SOMEONE IN YOUR. FAMILY

marry ON SATURDAY OR YOU
NEVER HAVE ANY LUCK.

Qlways FINISH any BABY CLOTHES

Qlways

VOU START TO MAKE. OTHERWISE THE
CHILO WILL NOT LIVE TO BE CONFIRMED.

an unexpected guest and you may
entertain an angel someday.

have a vacant chair, for.

ANIMAL- CROSSES
WIDE RIVERS BUT
CAN NOT SWIM-IT
WADES, REGARDLESS
OF THE DEPTH.
COPYRIGHT <«3t
VAN TIME FEATURES
SYWOtCATf M<
•

a-'iYa.

WEIGHT
IN FISH
EACH
DAY
to

Every-OtKer-Day

EXPLAINED AND ANALYZED
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A DARK SECRET

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY J

Or What Did Postmstaer
Drew Whisper In Gene
Hall’s Ear

LINCOLNVILLE
Harry Dole who has had employ
ment on road construction in north
ern Maine, is at home for the re
mainder of the winter.
Schools in the Miller district are
closed on account of whooping cough.
Among tbe victims are Morris Pottle.
Howard Pottle, Clarence McKinney,
Gertrude McKinney, Norman Dickey,
Marion Dickey, aAd several at the
Beach.
Cyrus Young has moved to the
home of his son. Mrs. Young Is very
ill at Bradbury Memorial Hospital ln
Belfast
Mr. and Mrs Leland Nickerson, ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. A H.
Miller attended Pomona Orange
Tuesday In Morrill.
Ernest Mahoney has returned from
a visit with his family in Medford,
Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Gray and
daughter. Janice Frances of Augusta
were recent callers on relatives ln
town.
Patricia Ellis and Warren Willjam in a scene from “The Case of the
Mrs. Paige Kelley is a surgical
Lucky Legs," comedy-mystery. The film is based on Erie Stanley Gardner's
patient ft Camden Community
story.—adv.
Hospital.
Allen Morton who has been con
fined to the house several weeks
with neuritis, is now suffering from
an eye ailment, treatment for which
he Is receiving from Dr. Ellingwood
r
4
of Rockland.
2
5 r7
M
1
Earl Young was given a chopping
H
1
10
bee Wednesday when 37 brother
w;
Grangers assembled and felled con
Tb"
ii IM
17
18
15
siderably wood which was voluntarily
delivered the following day. The
ll
Jl
lo
25
•9
kindness is greatly appreciated bySW
2fe
ta
27
Mr. Young.
2b
24
Tranquility Grange held its an
ta
1
52
29
nual installation Monday night with
a large attendance. Visitors were
Si
present from Mystic. Megunticook.
1 ta
1
North Haven and Grand View
it)
Oranges. Edw Heal, assisted by Mrs
46
40
it
5^
57
Heal as marshal, was the efficient
installing officer with Mrs. R. S.
Ml
45
Ml
Knight and Mrs. May Scruton as
aids A banquet followed the ceress M5 Ub
97 MB
M9
50
moni's. and this in turn was succeed
w
ed by a fine program under arrange
55
5M
52 i 55
5'
ment of the new lecturer. Mrs Hazel
ta
57 58
bO
Heal Taking a prominent part in
5b
this entertainment was Howard
b5
fel
bl
Anderson's four-piece orchestra.
‘
• • • •
ta
r

must surrender a third of their in
comes to pay It.
can raise this 20 billions chiefly by
It does not help the case for the
a tax of 2 percent on “all business Townsendltes, therefore, when they
Things were fast and furious and
transactions" It is Important to expand their estimates of the total
funny at the Cascade Alleys Wednes
volume of taxable business transac
recognize that this does not mean a
day night as the Skippers and Gan
tions to fantastic figures. If total
retail sales tax. like that of New business transactions really did
ders continued their little game ot
York City. If it did, its productive amount to 1.300 billions annually, it
' See-Saw," now up, now down, or was
ness would be neglibible. The total I is true that more than 20 billions
i* "Button, button, who's got the
retail sales in the United States— | could be raised by a tax of "only 2
pins?"
including food, clothing and all, Percent” on factions. But each
The Skippers were out to lash the
..
.............. .
.
..
of us would still have to pay this 2
other necessities without exemption
A
,
Ganders to the mast and started otl
percent tax so often on each article
amounted to 29 billion dollars in lbal our cost of ]jving would be raised
at a lively clip, that is. all except Gene
1934. A 2 percent tax on these would on ti,e average by 50 percent. (That
Hall the anchor man, and Cap’n
yield only 580 millions—or less than i is. out of every- $150 we spent. $50. or
Skip, and there hangs a tale as dark
3 percent of the amount required 1 one-third, would have to go for taxes
as any that ever drooped at half mast
under the Townsend plan.
*
Pfty
20 billion Townsend penhorn the tall of a black cat. For up
! sions out of a total national Income
Io the last frame Oene had the as
To raise 20 billions from retail
of 60 billions.) This would apply to
tonishing total of 59 pins and he was
sales alone it would be necessary to
i the pensioners themselves—of their
fit to be tied, hog tied, high tide and
have a sales tax of at least 69 per
month $67 would be turned
cent; a dollar's worth of goods would ; $200 a
Donald Woods. Elizabeth Allen, Edna May Oliver in “A Tale of Tw o Cities' tongue tied. It was then that the
Postmaster stepped up to the run
cost the consumer $1.69. In other back in taxes.
way, drew Gene's ear down to hls lips
II.—Buying Power
words, out of every $100 the con
notorious edifice was reconstructed and whispered something therein,
With
the
amazing
total
of
112
sumer spent lor goods about *40
The claim of the Townsendltes is
inside the studio walls, only to be illustrating the Idea he wished to con
would go for taxes. This would be I that we need not pay too much at speaking parts in the screen play, "A
torn down, stone for stone, in one of vey witft a sign, using three fingers
equivalent to an income tax of 40
Tale of Two Cities." starring Ronald
tention to the present national inthe picture's dramatic sequences.
of his right hand. Gene smiled a
percent even on the very lowest in
Colman, sets an all-time record for
“A Tale of Two Cities'’ gets its j knowing smile and then bowled and
comes. At present only Incomes in icome
the Plan ltaelf would
size of a motion picture cast. It title from the, fact that the action I g0» a spare, with a nice 7-ptn break
excess of $100,000 are taxed at a rate “create purchasing power.
Some
comes
Sunday for 3 days, as one of takes place principally in Paris and i following. So hot was he for the kill
as high as that.
j of their literature holds that if wc
the
year's
greatest achievements.
London. It begins in France in 1765. t^at he forgot It was his last frame
i pay out 20 billions of dollars, each
A Figure Examined
1 dollar
dollar Ol
of 11
it will
will cnum
chum itself
over ai
at .I “A Tale of Two Cities 'is one of the and concludes shortly after the fall and bowled the second ball, making
iwx-u uvcr
Every fea- the second spare. Then in hls next
But what the Townsendltes pro-1 jeai^
times and produce some most lavish productions of recent of the Bastille in 1789
pose is a tax of 2 percent on "all
bUHons of purchaslng power or years. Months were required for ture of Dickens' original novel has frame on the second alley he made a
business transactions.'’ The figure ..fxlra bU4lneM •• But ln i934 [here filming. Six thousand extra players been retained in the screen play. A third spare, making three ln a row,
for these that Dr Townsend has j wf re ‘
bU]ons Qf dollars
out wm used ln mob scenes depicting few sequences were rearranged, but | ever if only two counted.
frequently cited is 1.300 billion dol- m wgges #nd
and the total the French Revolution, the storm- the film story follows the book with
From then on he was a changed
lars. This figure is apparently based I naljonal income-or reciprocal pur- ing and fall of the Bastille. That exactness.-adv.
man. doing as well as the best ot
on an estimate by Dr. Goldenweiser chMing
not 340 billions. --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- them, and ending by being only two
of the Federal Reserve Board that but 50 billions.
pins behind his old rival, Scottie Lit
lng the Townsend plan, as Walter
VINALHAVEN
the nation's "bank debits" totaled
tlefield. Immediately everybody want
The Townsend plan, ln fact would Lippmann has remarked, is the no
At Union Church Sunday morning ed to know what it was that perked
1 230 billions ln 1929
create no purchasing power what tion that if people worked less and
Several things are to be said about ever. At best it would simply trans- spent more, they would be richer, the pastor's theme will be founded on up the slipping anchor man. Some
this figure. First, it is a 1929 fig fer 15 to 20 billions of purchasing 1 If this is so. and if paying $2,400 a the words of Christ in St. John 15:16. said the three fingers meant three
ure; the equivalent figure for 1934 power from one part of the popula- j year to persons over 60 would pro"Ye have not chosen me. but I have inches more to the ea-t with his ball,
is only 470 billions. Second, it is tion to another—from more than' duce such remarkable results, why
some thought it might have some
greatly in excess not merely of the nine-tenths of the people to less than stop there? Why not $5,000 pensions chosen you." There will be an an thing to do with a liquid in a glass,
national income but even of the one-tenth. Those who paid for the for every one over 40? Or $10,000 them and other special music by the while others thought it was the sign
total payments ln the country for pensions throutfl taxation would pensions for persons over 30?
chair The evening service will fea for the three spares. At any rate
goods and services. A substantial lose exactly as much purchasing The final paradox of the Town- ture several hymns such as “What Oene is now carrying the nickname of
part of it represents loans renewed power as those who received the send plan is that the sponsors for it
yOu do withJesus?” and Over "Three Fingered Oene" and the whole
daily <and recounted), and trans pensions would gain.
have become most insistent just after _he Line- arrangedasspecials in solo town’s talking.
fers between banks and between ac
By far the most dejected and be
III.—Money “Velocity"
! comprehensive
old-age
pension
A brief sermon
counts for the same individual or
draggled of the Goose's Ganders was
legislation has been enacted for the
by the pastor will correspond with the
The sponsors of the plan lay great
corporation. A huge part reprethe old Ooose himself, for after refirst time in our history'.
hymnal message.
sents, in short, mere bookkeeping j stress on the claim that it would
bearsing faithfully for months, the
technicalities. A huge part repre- J speed up business through the pre
The Christian Endeavor at 6 o'clock best he can play is a minor role on
UNION
sents speculation in bonds, stocks vision that each recipient of the '
Bunday evening will be an installation thr score card. -With 238 fcr a three- |
$200 monthly must spend all of it be
and commodities.
Fcur ycung men of the junior de service. Officers to be installed are: firing total he was only three sticks
The first effect of a 2 percent tax fore the end of the month. But it partment of the Method! t Sunday Adult leader, Mrs. N. F. Atwood; away from the cellar, and while evon most of these items would not be is hard to see how the plan could school were baptized last Sunday and president, Eugene Burgess; vice presi tiybody knows that Generals are away
to yield revenue, but to bring about greatly increase even velocity of five received into preparatory mem- dents, Miss Louise Burgess. Philip back in the rear in a battle, it is no
A man can
an enormous shrinkage in the trans money circulation.
Brown. Miss Phyllis Alley. Colon piace for a bowling team captain.
I bet-ship
actions themselves. Let us see what spend his Income only once. If he,
V/inslow; secretary. Miss Miriam
It was a big night for “Tlie Little
SuPl C5arence Moody U Plftnn;n’
would happen to speculation, and spends exactly $200 each month
Greenleaf; treasurer. Harold Haskell: corpora?' Frank Grimes, for he not
for Jan 22 Thc
even to most investment.. It would (presumably surrounded by an army ,he annua!
chairman advertising committee, Ken- tniy W£LS bead man but j,e won back
lnc:ud<“ sPec!al
cost a man 2 percent to buy a govern cf spies and snoopers to make cer- P"**®
neth Calderwood.
another dinner from Postmaster Drew,
leaders Pur,hw a^=uncement bond. Such bonds now yield tain that this happens' he will have and
The monthly meeting of Union for Drew was the one who needed the
ments
will
be
given.
about 2-\ percent. If he sold it be spent no more at the end of the year
Mr and Mrs. F E Burkett went to Church trustees was held Thursday 15-pin handicap in this match. The
fore the end of the year, it would than if he had spent hls $2,400 irSlight at the vestry.
Postmaster figures he should have
cost him 2 percent more Thus he regularly, buying, say. more at | Portland Monday accompanied by
eaten this dinner before the match
Alex
Smith
went
Monday
to
Fa
ri their grandson Curtis, who refumed
would lose at least l'« percent on his Christmas and less in February.
and then it could not have been taken
fleld.
Nor
will
the
Townsend
insistence
t:
school
ln
that
city.
money.
A dance will be held tonight at the away from him.
that he spend all of It be likely to
Officer; elected Friday night to
With a game apiece now, the two
Effect on Markets
Rainbow.
StafTy's orchestra.
make much difference. The Brook- serve in Orient Chapter OES were:
teams
are devising ways and means
The same principle would apply ings Institution has calculated that Worthy matron. Mrs. Avis Nichols;
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Wooster and
.to stocks and commodities.
No families with incomes of $2,500 a year worthy patTcn. Clinton Creamer; as- daughter have returned to North 'o get the jump on the other fellow
and secret councils of war are in crspeculator would buy wheat at $1 or less do not save an averagey of seciate matron. Mrs. Robie Robbins; Haven.
uer. It is rumored that Gene Hall is
unless he felt convinced that he more than $180 a year in any case asoc.ate patron. Robie Robbins; con
Mrs. Rose Dyer of North Haven was going to discard his "neuritis ball,"
would sell it for at least more than And even "savings" are spent on ductress. Mrs Gladys Creamer; asso
a visitor in town Tuesday.
fOr a three-fingered grip, for the neu-1
$104. The consequent narrowing of j
goods
ciate conductress. Mrs. Lena Heald;
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf was hostess rltis ball has not been popular with !
the market and driving away of
secretary. Mrs. Ma-v Barker; treas
IV. "Job-Creation"
last night to Rainbow Club.
Gene for some time. Scotty Littlebuyers would probably cause a col
urer. Mrs. Grace Williams
One of the chief claims of the
Housekeepers at Union Church Cir- field'* explanation of Gene's good
lapse In both securities and com
cie Thursday were: Evelyn Patrick, bowling lately is that Gene's arm has
modities. A financial and banking Townsendltes is that their plan will
EAST WALDOBORO
I Gladys Ccombs. Margaret Leadbetter been out of socket all these years, and
panic of this sort would hardly help solve the unemployment problem by I
It is the doctor’s latest treatment that(
creating Jobs, because those over 60
i and Abby Hutchinson.
to "bring back prosperity."
has just got it back in place. To this i
A tax on all transactions would would have to retire, so leaving va Several farmers are harvesting ice.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge asobviously penalize small corporations cancies to be filled by the young job Mrs. Ncrman Miller is ccnvale'cing i gambles Tuesday night 6 o'clock sup- Oene replied that he was beating the
at the expense of "vertical trusts" less. Some of the Townsendltes talk from her recent illness. Mrs. John A.: p?1 [0 precede the meeting. It is best in Rockland, before Scotty was
| suggested that those who have not born.
like the Ford Motor Company, which as if 8 million jobs would be created, Rines is improving more rapidly.
At any rate the battle is on, the
others
claim
only
the
4
million
"gain

has Its own rubber plantations, glass
E G Castner and L. I. Mank were rrranged otherwise.
take pastry.
pitch
is hot. and somebody is going to
works, blast furnaces, railroad units, fully employed" reported out of the in Rcckland Saturday.
Single members will be assessed a
ships, and the like. It would also 10 million persons over 60 in the 1930 Several attended the Grange in small sum. Supper committee and get burned.
Here Is the score;
pyramid Itself indefinitely on all re.- census. But it is obvious that the stallation Monday evening at the housekeepers are the 4 C's—Alex
Goose's Ganders
tall purchases. A consumer buying plan would not create new Jobs, but village.
Christie. Fred Chilles. Herbert Cass;e
Grindle ............ ....... 77 79 79 235
a cotton dress, for example, would at best merely substitute one job
tnd
James
Calderwood.
Entertain

Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Jameson and
Sanborn
....... 77 91 96 264
not merely have passed on to her a holder for another—a young one for
son
Dyson attended Pomona Satur ment will be provided.
Grimes ............ ....... 97 86 87 270
2 percent tax on the retail cost of an older one. In a time of prosperity
day at Ncrth Waldoboro.
Leon Arey......... ....... 7« 85 77 238
the dress, but 2 percent on Its whole it would mean an actual reduction of
The Social Club met with Mrs
Bible Display At Church Meeting
84 100 68 252
Littlefield .........
sale cost. 2 percent on its jobbing 4 million in the number of those
Edna/ White last Thutsday, eight
cost. 2 percent on the cost of the working. This would mean less pro
The quarterly business meeting of
members, one visitor and four chil
Total .... ................. 411 441 407
cloth to the manufacturer, 2 percent duction and less wealth for every one.
Union Church was held Wednesday
dren being present. Mrs. Mildred
The Skippers
on the cost of the cotton to the
and
department
reports
received.
The
V.—Redistribution
Gammon arranged a program of
Peterson ... ................ 91 77 68
textile mill, 2 percent on all trans
Sunshine
committee
and
friends
gave
It is Interesting to examine what readings by Mrs. Belle Mil's, Mrs. Eva
Drew .......
96 87 74
portation costs and raw cotton. 2 per
the new distribution of income ad Monahan. Mrs. Leda Martin and Miss out $59 at Christmas and have $43 in
Dyer ....... ................. 97 89 83
cent on all the wages paid at each
the
treasury.
vocated by the Townsendltes would Bertha Storer. Contest awards went
stage of production or transport,
Following the business session was Skip Arey ................ 73 103 86
involve. On the basis of a national to Mrs. White and Mrs. Mills. New
and 2 percent on all incidental sup income of 50 billion dollars in 1934.
j a special Bible service, with various Hall ........ ................ 76 83 91
Years gifts were exchanged and re
plies bought in the process.
the payment of 29 billions to 8 million freshments served The next meeting Ij kinds and versions of Bibles on dis
Total ..................... 433 439 402 1274
Incomes the Source
persons would mean that less than will be Jan. 16 at the home of Mrs. play. A unique exhibition of cards
showing
pages
of
the
Bible
in
many
What the Townsendltes foiget is 7 percent of the population of the Leda Martin with Mrs. Belle Mills a;
Maybe you are not going to sunny
languages had been received 'from the
that no matter what form of tax is country would receive 40 percent of lecturer.
California or Florida, but you will
American
Bible
Society.
There
were
chosen, it must eventually come out its income, while the other 93 percent
Bibles and parts thereof in several want a box of this attractive RYTEX
of the incomes of those who pay it. would receive among them only 60
WEST WASHINGTON
languages from the pastor's library 1110 stationery with the Palm Tree
If 20 billion dollars is to be raised, percent of its income.
with
interleaf, modern speech, Oood- in a variety of pastel shades. This I
The matter may be stated another
Miss Mildred Bartlett visited last
then if the total Income of the
speed,
and other versions.
»nusual stationery, printed with your
United States is 50 billions (the De way. Let us assume that the total Saturday in Augusta.
The oldest Bible on exhibition was Name and Address in contrasting
partment of Commerce estimate for Income of the 127 million persons in School epened Monday, after a two
printed in 1844 and belonged origi colors is especially priced now at $1.00
the year 1934) the people as a whole the United 8tates has risen this year weeks' vacation.
nally
to the late Mrs. Eliza Carver, per box, for 50 sheets and 50 envelopes.
to
60
billion
dollars.
This
means
an
Walter
Withee
suffered
a
severe
cut
must surrender an average of 40 per
cent of their Incomes to raise it. If average annual Income of $473 per- on his foot Tuesday while working in taken on this occasion by Mrs. Ada See samples at once at The CourierRogers. The smallest book was a Gazette office.—adv.
the income of the American people person. It Is proposed through a the woods.
Mrs. Cera Deering and Mrs. Mae Bible history, printed in 1857 by Phinthis year has risen to 60 billions, they transaction tax to take away onethird of this from 119 million per- Hibbert visited with Mas Katie Ken- ney & Co., Buffalo. N. Y„ which was owned by the late Timothy L. Roberts.
2'(<x2% inches in size, formerly the "as also on display and doubtless
sons, so that 8 millions can have an nedy recently.
annual Income for each of them of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee and property of Mrs. Diana (Coombs) there are even older Bibles in some
$2,400. Strictly speaking, the 8 mil son George were guests Sunday of Carver, mother of the late Wilbur homes.
Ccombs. A Bible taken ty Mrs. E. C.
lions will themselves also pay back Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
In taxes a third of their $2,400. so
Mrs. Minnie Rowe after a visit at Macintosh, which belonged to her
Dr Waiter P. Con'.ey. optometrist,
MOTHERS
that they will have annual incomes her home in Palermo, has resumed father, the late Col. Thomas J, Libby, will be ln his Vinalhaven office Mon
3/6CUASH OfiY
w'as carried by him throughout thte day evening and all day Tuesday —
of only $1,600. Yet more than nine- her duties as teacher.
tenths of the citizens *111 have their
Mrs. Fannie Northey has returned Civil War. Mrs. Austin Calderwood adv.
HELPER
Individual incomes cut to an aver- «, Chelsea after visiting her daughter had a Pamphlet of Scripture and
^£5 NOT HAM
Hymns which accompanied her father
age of $315 a year so that less than Mrs Cleo Bart'.ertt.
Dr. Thurlow will be at Dr. Strat
one-tenth of the citizens may enjoy
Misses Hazel Hibbert, Marion Hito- the late Francis Carver, in his Civil ton's Vinalhaven office on the arrival
net Incomes of $1,600 a year, or five bert and Mildred Turner were visit- War days. It was given by the Chris- ' of the boat Monday afternoon. Jan.
times as much.
13 until its departure Wednesday
ers last Saturday at the home of Mrs. tian Commission at Philadelphia.
Perhaps the basic fallacy underly- Velma Withee.
Hitchcock's Bible Analysis, formerly i morning.—adv.
(Continued from Page One,

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

h

Adelia Richards

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (ConL)
HORIZONTAL
14-A bodily organ (pi.)
49-Number* (abbr.)
1-Scrutinize*
16- River in N. Franca
51-Cover*
5-Frolieks
17- Slant*
53-Hidden
9-Percolate
18- Long gras* stem
12- Fleshy part of an 55- English school
56- Secretary of State 20-Prophetied
animal
(abbr.)
23-One who preside*
13- That is (Lat.. abbr.)
57- Coming into view
over a body
15-Drivers of team*
25-Pronoun
18- Musical note
60- Musical note
27-Bustle
19- Cover*
61- ln the case of
30-A helmsman
21- Very fast
, 62-Scolda
i32-Penetrate
22- Moved swiftly
64- To strike out
(Gram.)
37-National Education
24- Make a mistake
Association (abbr.)
25- Termination of
65- A Russian title (pl.)i
38- Silly
noun* denoting
39- Bury
vocation
VERTICAL
26- Grassy meadow
40- Cure hide*
41- Greek goddess
1- That which give*
28- Re*idence (abbr.)
43-Carbon from smoke
29- A month (abbr.)
zest
2- Because
44-Girl's name
31-Act
33- Act* of distending
3- Snares
46-Mature
4A-lreland
34- Nothing
( 4-Look
5-By
50-Clips
35- End
j 6-Young girl
52- Flne rock particles
36- Placated
| 7-Ne*r by
41- Feminine suffix
54- Doze
(Fr.)
S-Plants
55- lncites
58- Prefix. Before
42- Greek god of war
10-Remove the skin
59- Boy's name
l11-Serpent
44- Before
12-Member of Median 61-Two
45-Conetellation
1
Kingdom
53- A continent (abbr.)
47-Half a score

(Solution to previous puzzle)

Adelia. widow of Alonzo Richards,
died Tuesday at the age of 84
a long period of failing health having
culminated in a severe ill turn from
which ste never recovered. Mrs.
Richards was a woman of upright
character and during her Christian
life those who knew her best, loved
j her most and felt for her true esteem.
Her days were blessed with a pleasant
home with her only daughter, Mrs.
Abbie Thomas who tenderly and
lovingly cared for her. and her only
son. Ralph Richards having rendered
her every comfort during her long
illness.
Tlie funeral was held yesterday
and interment was ln the family lot
in Duck Trap cemetery.

Now is the time to order sLi'ionery
for every member of the family,
while the price is so low. The Courier-Oazette has on sale RYTEX
CIECK1E EDGE VELLUM printed
stationery—100 sheets and 100 enve- j
lopes—with your Name and Address
or Monogram at $100 a box. Order '
Now—On sale during January onlvl|

PILES
And other rectal diseases
Treated Without Pain
or Loss of Time

DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 1076

33 LIMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND
127Stf

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
EAST WASHINGTON
E. A. Leigher of South Liberty saw
a robin Jan. 2 and heard hls cheery
song. It is said. "One robin does not
make a spring," but surely its ap
pearance in January goes a long way
toward proving the mildness of a
winter. The first flock of snowbirds
were seen here Jan. 5 directly after
the damp snow fall.
W. M. Prescott, assisted by Robert
Overlock. Stewart Prescott and
Sewall Prescott has been harvesting
Ice this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Overlock
were business visitors Thursday in
Rockland.
Perley Overlock was employed the
o’f '^ w^ek "by"'Ar?dre'w
Rokes of North Borkettville.

Clarence Hibbert of Washington
called Monday on (business at the
home of A. E. Johnston.
Mrs. Clara Overlock attended Knox
Pomona Orange at a session held last
Saturday with fining Star Orange.
Oordon Best who works for Willard 1
Ware, was In this vicinity Wednes- !
day to repair telephone lines which !
have been out of commission.
Ashley Webster, Village grammar
school principal, and Supt. Tibbetts
visltvi recently for business purposes
at Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock's.
Charles Ludwig and Howard Howes
were callers Sunday ln this com
munity.
Simon Turner of North Washing
ton was at the home of A. Johnston
last Tuesday on business.

Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.

An enjoyable view from onr spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hoteL Many rooms with private balronlen.

Booklet
on
Application

HOTEL

Jane to
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamforn
DeL ( o.
N. Y.

Corner Second Street

H. H. Maae
Manager

and First Avenwe

Moderate Ratea
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/--

RATES:

OkuklthaMW-SW
Ml WITH |ATB
Sho«I »Mlly r«tM

to Your hotel in BOSTON

500 Rooms

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB S SHOWER
MANGER

« NORTH STATION

*« $TIP-/r»x»j(»»r TgAIN*

BOOM*

!■■■■■ 1111

BEST FIGURE

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO

Lights of NewYork

Amcng the parties celebrating Ute
New Year were those given by Mrs.
Henry K Crowell to frlendx, among
whom were Mis* Alta Gower cf Damarircotta and Mbs Marjcrle Hall cf
Jeffenon the latter cf whom has been
passing a few days with Miss Dorothy
Crowell.
Twi.y.y-eight members cf the
Susannah Wrrley Society enjoyed a
New Year's party at the home of Mrs.
Bessie Benner. Mrs. Olive Crowell
and Mrs. Pauline Wallace were assist
ing hostesses.
The lions Club met Wednesday at
Stahl's Tavern with 14 members ln
attendance. Fcllowlng thc business
meeting ~am.es were enjoyed.
Mrs Gladys Orant entertained the
members of her bridge Club Friday
night at the first meeting of the sea
son. Tho:e attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach. Mr. and
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mitchell. Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Blanchard. Mrs. Foster Jameson.
Edgar Hagerman and Mrs. Grant, I
Ice cream, cake and coffee were
served.
•
The new High Schcol building is'
completed and ready for occupancy
and students cf the senior and junior
departments, will be transferred there I
this month. The old building will be
fitted to accommodate the pupils of
the grade schools in the village.

By L. L. STEVENSON

What a colorful life William A.
Brady, who recently celebrated his
seventy-second birthday, has led—
and is still leading as a matter of
fact. Born ln San Eraneiseo at the
close of the Civil war, he has been
ln the theater for a mere half a
century. Yet he has had time for
other things—for Instance, acting
ns manager for James J. Corbett
nnd Jitn Jeffries. Varied also Is
his theatrical career—actor, stage
manager and producer. As an ac
tor, he trouped for years In "The
Two Orphans." He came to New
York when there were no theaters
above Twenty-third street. As a
producer, he made a fortune out
of "Way Down East," “The Whip,"
"Baby Jline," “Bunty Pulls the
Strings.” "The Man Who Came
Back,” and then, when everybody
thought he was through, "Street
Scene," which had a run of <500
nights and won the Pulitzer prize
"Insect Comedy" must be Included
ln the list also, since he allowed
hla artistic side to overbalance box
office possibilities in that.
•

ARDEE HOFF, who has dis

•

•

tinction of being the girl with
The Interests ot William A.
Mmost
perfect figure in America, willBrady, the grand old man of the

meet Rosemarie Andree, England's
No. 1 beauty, for the international
title when the latter comes to this
country next month. Miss Hoff
(above) is wearing a gown of sheer
crepe in the new color. "Golden
Wedding amber " which was
specially designed by Capri of New
York to reveal beauty of her figure.

theater, are many. He's interested
In everything from the New Deal
to the standing of the Giants. When
not attending fights, ball games or
visiting with friends, he spends hts
time reading play scripts. The
years have been kind to him—he
bears no scars despite his many
battles. He lives ln a Park ave
nue penthouse. His wife, Grace
THOMASTON
George, ls enjoying a Broadway run
Mrs. Bcwdcin L. Grafton and Mrs. ln "Kind Lady." His theater, the
Rcbert Libby served a supper at the Playhouse, which looked ns If it
was Id for a season of flops. Is
vestry Tuesday to the Federated
housing ‘Three Men on a Horse,”
Church choir and other guests.
one of the season's hits. At sev
The pastor's topic at the Baptist enty-two, William A. Brady ls con
Church next Sunday mcming will tent with life—and looking forward
be. "Ccvetcusnees Commended.'' and to further accomplishment
. . .
in the evening, “The Last Straw
John
J.
Kelly,
Central Tark food
Raymond Greene will be the soloist
purveyor, who started life as a hot
at the evening service.
dog salesman, recently received a
Maynard Linscott. a Maine Centra' lot of publicity because he financed
R. R. employee who has been located a one-man search for animals In
at Rigby, is at heme as result of a Mexico, the searcher working for a
salary of $35 a week. A bit of
severe cold.
financing on the part of Kelly that
Mr Irvin Lv"k‘n ar.d daus’.itsr didn't receive so much publicity in
Elizabeth who have been guests of volved an Investment of $270
Mr and Mr3. Elston Luce, returned One day he saw a lame little girl
Thursday tc Cushing, acctmpanied by being wheeled through the zoo and
their two and three-year-cld daugh the thought struck him that many
similarly handicapped youngsters
ters.
Mrs. Bertha Frcst is a patient at j woren’t enjoying the zoo because
the city provided no wheel chairs.
Knox Hcspital.
Kelly had an idea. After a delay
A D Davis has been confined to he bought three chairs and ar
the hcu e several days due to a bad ranged with the park commissioner
to have the wheel chairs pushed by
cold.
Board of Trade members, to the men who cot only can explain the
number of 30. met Wednesday r'gh* animals to the children, but have a
sense of humor as well.
at K c! P hall and partook of e
• • •
chicken p:e supper served bv May
The reason why Kelly didn't bny
flower Temple. Mavcr A B Holmes the chairs at once was due to the
cf Brunswick sp:ke on "Seacoast De-1 fact that Martin Johnson, the ex
plorer, had brought two young Swa
fense."
Officers elected for Grace Chapter. hilis to this country. The Africans
were quartered In thc Central park
OES Wednesday evening were: Mrs
Lucy Ycur.g. W. M ; Edgar A. Ames • zoo because they were In charge of
several gorillas that Johnson had
W P.; Marian Grafton. asi:c-ate ma
captured. Kelly was kind to the
tron; Ralph Carrc'l. associate patron:
two lonely youngsters—he even
Mrs. F.crence Gardir.er. secretary: I taught them to like Ice cream—so
Mrs. Cera Kn’.jhts, treasurer; Mrs
when they returned home they had
him elected king. Although un
Avis Brasier. conductress: Mrs. Madoaware that such an honor entailed
lyn Shear. William OJchrest and Mrs
a curse by the medicine men of the
Marion Grafton, finance committee
tribe, Kelly, a good Democrat, de
Installat.cn will be Jan 29.
clined to accept it.
Thc W.C.T.U. meeting will be held
• • •
with Mr Edith Tweedie. 96 North
Then things began to happen.
Main street, Rockland.
First, Kelly's leg was broken. Then
The Thomaston H ?h School ha*
an eye Infection developed. One
added a mimeograph to Its equipment \ day someone ordered a banquet for
Mrs. O Ito Ha*ch who has been .*■00 and no one showed up to eat
visiting fcr a few weeks ln Belmont. or pay for lt. Then his restaurant
was closed for alterations. But
Mass . New York city ar.d Providence ,
within the last year, luck turned.
has returned to her heme here with • The zoo was rebuilt and Kelly got
Mrs. Jchn Hewett.
the contract to feed the workers
and finally was awarded the cafe
Boys and girls have an invitation to teria concession. So now Instead
the junior service at the Federated of n hot dog man, he's a restaurant
Church Sunday at 11 o'clock. The man.
story-sermon will be "The Story of a
Just before the turn of luck, Kel
Picture." There will be three an
ly received a present from Africa—
thems ' I Hoard the Voice cf Jesus,"
an Idol gent him by Martin John
bv Clark; "Soldiers of Christ. Arise!"
son. The Idol was a token that the
Adams; and "Jesus Calls Us," Nolte, curse had been lifted!
Bel! Syndicate.—WNU Service.
the latter to be sung by the junior
choir. Tne subject for the evening
Royal Palacea in Hawaii
service will be. "The Mo aning cf Sal
Honolulu.—Hawaii is the only
vation.' The Church Schcol will meet part of the United States where
at 9 45 a. m.
there arc two royal palaces. lolanl
The Federated Ladies' Circle will
palace ln Honolulu nnd Kailua |»nl
ace on the Island of Hawaii are
meet at the parsonage Tuesday at 2
o'clock. The nominating committee still preserved.
will present its report and officers
will be elected. A further interesting '
Sleep Raw and Stay
feature will be an address by Mrs.
F. L. S Morse cn her experiences ln '
Beautiful, Latest
Siberia. Mrs H F Leach and Mrs
Chicago. — More than G.mio
H F. Dana will be hostesses
beauty specialists, putting beauty
The current session of Parent- j
on n 24-hour shift, haie haile
Teacher Association was conducted i
farewell to the old-fashioned
nightgown.
Thursday night at the High School
A i\ew creed will be:
auditorium by President Edwin F. '
“Sleep raw and stay beauti
Lynch, the gathering somewhat de
ful."
creased owing to unfavorable weather
Miss Ruth D. Matter, educa
conditions. An assembly concerned
tional director of the American
with scholastic welfare needs must
Cosmeticians' association, geld '
also profess an interest ln the as
the body cannot breathe proper- j
iy when covered.
sociate subject of sports, and this
"The pajama ls worse than
topic from the point of Thomaston
the nightgown, because lt swaths
High Schools accomplishments in
you like a mummy, and It seems
baseball the past quarter century. 1
the drawstring always tightens
was the introduction theme of a talk ,
up on you about 2 a. m.,” she
by Frank A. Winslow, city editor of
said.
The Courier-Gazette.
Rehearsals are in progress for an
------- —:
—
operetta to be given some weeks gram consisting of a operetta. Mrs.
k?uce by the High School.
Strout will be In charge.
Mrs. Theodore Rowell and two ' The Thursday Club met this week
daughters have returned from several with Mrs. Orville (Williams. Mrs.
weeks visit with relatives in Con- Harold Dana. Mrs. Marian Williams,
nectirut
Miss Leona Williams and Mrs.
Th? Baptist Ladies Circle meets, Charles Smith were prizewinners In
Wednesday for supper and a pro- bridge.

C

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
TUESDAY, JAN. 14

“Smart Girl”

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held st Rockland,
ln and for the County of Knox, on thc i
17th day of December ln the year or our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty five and by adjournment from
day to day from the 17th day of said
December the following matters having
been presented for the action thereup
on hereinafter Indicated lt Is hereby
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a lopy
of this order to be published three ,
weeks successively ln the Courier-1

In Everybody’s Column

$

WANTED

■» «
$
«
♦

POULTRY wanted. I POUST, 138
Llmerock street, Rocklana. Tel. 377-W.

______________________________ 1-tf

POSITION wanted to do house work
or care for Children. ANN PETTEE 19
Bay View Square
3*5
MAN WANTED for Rawlelgh Route of
800 families Write today. RAWLEIOI1.
THURSDAY, JAN. 16
DEPT MEA-74-SA. Albany, N Y
4*Th-10
“Broadway Gondolier”
m
?h.bt“’,hev m.v°^' 1 IF YOU Like io Draw. Sketch or Pih?t
1
heheld St, —Write "F. 8. I" care Conrtcr-C.azette,
with DICK POWELL
P IH »J?irbXrtb ln„C the
day of for Free Talent Test and Art Book. Give
said Rockland, on the 21st day or
neriinstion
stn
and JOAN BLONDELL Januarv A D 1936. at nine o'clock In , “8* ana
the forenoon, and be heard thereon If |
they see cause.
SATURDAY. JAN. 18
JULIA A. BURPEE, late of Rockland,
♦
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro ♦
t
“The Irish In Us”
bate thereof, asking that the same may
------------------»
be proved and allowed and that Letters ♦
with JAMES CAGNEY
Testamenta.y nsue to John A Burpt- Bt*******************'**'*^
of Rockland, he being the executor,
LIVE BAIT for sale. Minnows for lee
and PAT O'BRIEN
named ln said Will, without bond
fishing 50c pint. H H CRIB A: UO.
LUCY W DAVISON, late of Thomas- JHardware and SportingOoods. 328 Main
Matinre Saturdays at 2.30
ton. deceased.
Will and Petition for
Rockland.___________________ 3-5
Probate
thereof, asking that the same | PARLOR stove for sale. IngoodcondlNews Tuesday and Saturday
may be proved and allowed and that tlon Tel 1067-W
5*7
• Comedy With Every Show
letters Testamentary Issue to H 8 : ——-TrtA. u
;------------------r—
Kllborn and Edith Wing Kllborn. both i THREE bulldog puppies small, nice
5-6
of Thomaston, they being the Executors
nLP«i
named ln said Will, without bond.
R.F.D.. Box 81. Tenants Harbor. Tel. 4-3;
HARRIETT F. ORB ETON, late of ___—~7—
Rockland deceased Will and Petition
‘Z'*1
nin
Notices ol Appointment
*ror
ip Prnhnti*
pups for sale, six months old,
rrooate thrrpnf
tnereoi. ftsklnt?
asking that
xnai the
tne SOftUlcl
docked
tails Th(
The' kind
kind anri
and alec
same may be proved and allowed and everybody likes. STOVER'S.
86 Park
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro that Letters Testamentary Issue to street Tel 1200 ____________________ 4-6
bate for the County of Knox, ln the Grace O Ludwick of Rockland, she be
HARD coal. 815; coke, $11; Pochontas
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln ing the Executrix named ln said Will,
lumpy. 89 25; Pochontas nut (special
the following estates the persona were without bond.
for
stoves) $975: Dry fitted hard wood,
appointed
Administrators.
Executors.
LYMAN F MERRIFIELD, late of
Guardians, and Conservators and on the Washington, deceased. Will and Petition $10 J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
84-2.
1-tf
dates hereinafter named:
for Probate thereof, asking that the
1928 Chevrolet, good tires. $20; Hay
EDWARD F. BERRY, late .of Rockland, same may be proved and allowed and and
Sharpies separator, price right; flveLetters Testamentary Issue to Maud
deceased. Faith C. Berry of Rockland that
D Merrifield_______________
of Washington,__________
she being piece chamber set. CLIFFORD CARwa< appointed Executrix Not ember 19. ___________
the
Executrix
named
in
said
Will,
with1
ROLL.
Warren. Tel 1-12
3*5
1935. and qualified by filing bond No- i
out bond.
TWO pool tables for sale cheap Fine
vember 26. 1935
LESLIE L. MORTON, late of Washing- j EMMA W BRADFORD, late of Friend- 1 £°"dl‘!°n STONINGTON FURNITURE
Will and Petition for UO.. Tel. 980.______________________ 3-5
ton, deceased
Lawrence I. Morton of ship, deceased
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller and Union, and Arnold E Morton of Au Probate thereof, asking that the samel DRY and green hard wood for sale,
were appointed Administrators may be proved and allowed and that an kinds, under cover. $6 to $9 Call
Ralph Morse were Boston visitors j gusta.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alan L , evenings. 257-3 LOFMAN BROTHERS
December 3. 1935. without bond.
Bird of Rockland, he being the Executor
3-8
. Tuesday.
EMMA WINO, late of Rockland, de named In said Will, without bond
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
Lou E Upham of Rockport
Judge Hare id R. Smith and Henry ceased
ISABELLA H HOOPER, late of Fall fitted. $9; Junks. $9: soft wood and
was appointed Administrator November
River. Mass, deceased
Exemplified j slabs/ $7: kindlings. T J. CARROLL,
P Mason attended Probate Court last 19. 1935 and qualified by filing bond copy
of Will and Probate thereof, to- Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
1-tf
December 3. 1935
gether
with
a
Petition
for
Probate of I ——
Tu.sday ln Wiscasset.
GROVER C YOUNG, * late of Owl's Foreign Will asking that the copy of I
Mrs. Mabel Mank. who has been! Head, deceased Joanna B Young of said will may be allowed, filed, and re
Owls Head was appointed Executrix corded in the Probate Court of Knox I
passing the holidays here has re-! November 19. 1935 and qualified by fil County, and that Letters Testamentary i
♦
ing bond December 3. 1935
be Issued to Richard Osborn of Fall ♦
turned to Dever N. H
■ ” —
♦
River.
Mass
.
and
Parker
Morse
Hooper
WILLIAM H. LARRABEE
late of
Bt***************M
A progressive party was held at' Rockland
deceased Walter C Larrabee of Camden Maine, without bond.
ESTATE STELLA W. OLIDDEN. late of 1 ^UHNISHEDapartrnenttolet.. 3 or 4
several home.; cn New Years Eve con of Rockland was appointed Executor
Vinalhaven. deceased Petition for Ad-,
Bl'
,nd TelePhone- En'
ELUGED by more than 3,000 audition requests a week. Fred Allen
cluding with attendance at a mid December 3. 1935. without bond.
ministration, asking that Lora 8 Poole i qulre
57 Crescent St.____________ 3-5
HELEN B OLIVER, of Thomaston. of Vinalhaven. or some other suitable I ATTRACTIVE furnished apartment to
has been leading his "Town Hall Tonight” amateur parade (or a
night show in Rcckland. Mr. and Charles
H Woodcock of Thomaston was person be appointed Admx. without 1 let. Adults preferred. Call 757-R for
whole year over the NBC-WEAF network, Wednesdays at 9:00 p.m.,
Mrs H. C Ncwbegin entsrtalned at appointed Guardian December 3. 1935. bond
I particulars. ____________ ,_______ 4-6
EST (Western show, 9:00 p.m.. Pacific time.) A special anniversary
and qualified by filling bond on same
the first course, fruit cocktail and to- J date
ESTATE JOHN S JAMESON, late of) DESIRABLE apartment.^ rooms, bath.
broadcast recently marked the fifty-second hilarious week. Since Fred
deceased
Petition for Admin-1 garage, sunporcb to let. 80 Pleasant St
rang the first gong last January, amateurs have become the rage. “Town
mato bisque; Dr. and Mrs. J. B Nich
MARTHA P LAWRENCE late of Gro Union,
asking that Herbert L. Orin- Very reasonable rent. Tel. 958-J Vacant
Mass. deceased Francis Peabody Istratlon.
Hall Tonight" has leaped to top-flight popularity. And scores of Town
olson at the main course, roast beef, ] ton.
nell
of
Union,
or
some other suitable f Jan 1.
4-tf
of Milton. Mass . was appointed execu person be appointed
Hall hopefuls have clicked professionally. The above pictures show a
Admr.. without, FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
tor November 19. 1935 and qualified by bond.
vegetables
and
relishes;
Mr.
and
Mrs
typical Town Hall group who've made good.
! apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST.
bond December 17. 1»J5
Philip
Alfred Stozer at the last course, salad, filing
Top The Three Jays, Oklahoma trio, whose Town Hall prize won
ESTATE EDWIN W GOULD, late of 1___________________________________ 3^5
R Lovell of Ellsworth appointed Agent
ln
Maine
for them a featured spot in Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book.” (Shown with
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad-1 MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let.
rolls, chocolate ice cream, cake and
d b n ct.a.. asking that! ,t 44 Middle Street. L F. CHASE. Tel.
Mr Carroll). Center: Jean Rowe. New Jersey songstress and imitator,
DANA STEWART, late of Thomaston, ministration
coffee. The party were guests of Mi'
Harry
E
Wilbur
of
Rockland
or some nm-w
3-5
deceased John J Keegan of Bath was other suitable person be^appolnted
now heard on the networks. (Shown with Fred Allen.) Lower Mt:

and Mrs. Charles Stenger .
appointed Administrator December 17. ministrator with the Will annexed Ad
DESIRABLE five-room modern house
William McCullough. Perth Amboy carpenter now appearing aa a Swiss
of
Star Theatre offers for next week 1935. without bond
1 the said estate not already administered and garage to let. 182 Broadway. Tel.
bell ringer in vaudeville. Lower right. Iris Alner, Bronx soprano now
949
3*5
SPOFFORD J CRAWFORD late of with bond
heard in New York nightclubs.
Tuesday. "Smart Girl” with Kent Thomaston,
deceased Frank D Elliot
UNFURNISHED apartment to let.
ESTATE OLIVIA B JAMES, late of corner
of
Thomaston
was
appointed
Adminis

Warren and Main streets, bath.
Taylor and Ida Lupino; Thursday,
Milton. Mass, deceased
Petition for
trator December 17. 1935. and qualified Confirmation
asking that
heat, garage
HAMILL.i.uirmaiion of Trustee
trustee ass.ng
tnat, hot
TQfJ water
2# chestnut
strfft CTfl A.986
.j
and daughter Dorothy a student at "Broadway Gcndclier" featuring Dick by filing bond on same date
WARREN
Richard H Wlswall of Salem Mass .
2-tf
Nasson College. Springvale who was P;weil and Jean BLor.dell; Saturday.
ANGELO TIPEDINO. late of Union, Arthur D Hill of Boston. Mas- and
FURNISHED or unfurnished 4 room
Herbert L Grinnell of Union Adams Sherman Hill of Cambridge
Robert Sampson returned Tuesday returning to het studies; Miss Mar "Th? Irish In Us" with that rollick- deceased
was appointed Admr et a. December Mass be confirmed as Trustees of the apartment to let. INQUIRE 11 James
estate given ln Trust for the benefit street
1-tf
to Portland after three weeks visit jorie Spear and Abbott Spear, the irg pair James Cagney and Pat 17. 1935. without bond
o! David Scott Tappan. Edward Tappan. ] TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooma
HARRY C MAGEE late of Friendship, and Robert Avellne Tappan
with his aunt, Mrs. Willis Vinal.
latter returning to Newton Centre O'Brien. Matinee Saturdays at 2 30.
vlth bath heater, garage and garder
deceased Margaret M Magee of Friend
ESTATE MARTHA P LAWRENCE late Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel 156-W
1-tf
George Dre and daughter Feme are ship was appointed Executrix December
Albert Burdick of Portland was Mass., after spending a week with
17.
1935.
without
bond
o
f
Groton
Mass,
Petition
HOUSE of six rooma for rent, recenUy
recent guest of Mr and Mrs. Willis friends.
at the home cf their cousin Mrs Jen
R ANSON CRIE. late of Rockland, de that Francis Peabody of Milton. Mass ’ renovated, furnished or Unfurnished, at
The sermon at Baptist Church nie Benner at Kaler's Comer.
R. Vinal Mr. Burdick who was ill last
ceased Kelley B Crle of Rockland was Montague W W Prowse of Canton. I Spruce Head Plenty of firewood far the
appointed Executor December 17. 1935 Ma-s and Samuel H Batchelder of cutting Rent reasonable TEL. ROCK
Sunday morning will be. "A Real
year. Is much improved.
Next Tuesday the Woman's Club without
LAND 793-W alter 4 p. m.
123*tf
bond
Salem. Mass be confirmed as Trustees ;
Walter Perry has resumed his Crisis'*; Church school at 12; will have the pleasure of listening tc CORA S FOGG late of Appleton, de ot the estate given In Trust for the :
Thurman L Fogg of Appleton benefit of Hester L. Fay et als.
studies in Portland after visiting the Christian Endeavor at 6 Topic for Frank A. Winslow cf Rockland, who ceased
was appointed Executor December 17.
ESTATE BERTHA P SMILEY, late of |
the
evening
worship
at
7
“
Baalam.
will
address
them
on
the
subject
holidays at the home of his parents.
1935. without bond.
Rockland, deceased Petition for Con-1
Can
You
Serve
God
and
the
Devil
"Flirting with Fame." This Is not the
ROSS R. VINAL. late of Rockland, de flrmatlon of Trustee, asking that David j
Mr and Mrs Arthur L. Perry'.
Bessie V. Dailey ot Rockland was O Smiley. Sr . of Rockland, be confirmed
first appearance of Mr. Winslow be- ceased
Mrs. Leon Wotten. is able to do at the same Time and Win Out?".
appointed Executrix Eiecember 17. 1935. as Trustee of the estate given ln Trust
| for the benefit of David O. Smiley, Jr., i LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
Highland Grange has adjourned its f:re a Wa'.dcbcro audience and those without bond
most of her own work, having re
of said Rockland
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
meetings
until
Feb.
26
EUOENE
F
LYDDIE.
late
of
Rock
who have heard him speak are look
covered from a month's illness.
ESTATE RODERICK C OILL1S. late : aollclted H. C. RHODES Tel S19-J
land.
deceased
Helen
M
Lyddle
of
The
no-school
signal
was
sounded
of
North
Haven,
deceased.
Petition
for
i
_
__
>-t»
ing forward with pleasurable antici Rockland was appointed Executrix
Mrs William Stevens suffered a
License to Sell certain Real Estate.
YARNS for rugs ^ind hand knitting,
December 17. 1935. without bond
dislocated right elbow, strained Friday morning because of the storm. pation to the meeting. He is con
situated
In
North
Haven,
and
<ull>
Samples
and
knitting
directions
free,
Attest:
described In said Petition, presented by —
------------------Dancing under auspices of the stantly in demand to give his several
H A.
BARTLETT.----Harmony. -Maine.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
muscles and ligaments in the same
Ralph T. Olllis of North Haven. Admr
___________ ,____________________ 156-10
Warren
High
School
will
be
held
to

lectures
to
organizations
in
various
arm. and a severely burned left arm
ESTATE JOSEPH W CUSHMAN, late
SKATE sharpening, prompt service.
Ir endshlp. deceased
Petition for CRIE HARDWARE CO. 408 Main street.
parts cf the state and the program
from elbow to wrist when she fell night at 8 o'clock.
Legal Notices
Dlttrlbutlon
presented
by
Albert
D
1-tf
“Settlers cf Warren and Their committee was most fortunate in se
Cushman of Friendship. Admr.
last Saturday In her kitchen. Her
DRIVER wood working tools, all styles
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
ESTATE EDWIN W OOULD. late of and types, lathes, drills, saws etc oee
mother. Mrs. Clara Whitney of Early Descendants” was written t;pe- curing him for this meeting. Each
Whereas Charles F Ashe of Union. Rorkland deceased First and final ac them at our atore CRIE HARDWARE CO
North Warren, is with her. Mrs cially fcr the Januarv meeting cf the member will Invite a guert and the Maine by his mortgage deed dated count filed for allowance by John Brown 408 Main St . Rockland.
1-tf
December 24 A D 19J2 and recorded ln
Stevens' right arm will remain in a Warren Woman's Club, which took horteses will be Mrs Marion Miller. book 234. page 156. ln the Knox County of Thomaston. Special Admr
WATCHMAKER All kinds: watches,
ESTATE LOTTIE P YOUNG, late of Clocks, repaired. Call and deliver. 8 A.
place Jan. 2. by Mrs. John Smith Mrs. Sarah Lash. Mrs. Emma Potter Registry of Deeds, conveyed to Ellery V.
cast for ten days.
Appleton deceased First and final oc- ' Macomber. 23 Amesbury St. Tel 958-J
Townsend, of Union. County of Knox. count
F
ctt who n:t cnlv wrote it but pre and Mrs Nellie Boggs
filed for allowance by Maynard
147*159-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore and
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel M Brown,
Admr c.t.a.
of land situated ln said Union, with the
ferred
it
in
a
splendid
manner
that
•
•
•
•
THE
ANNUAL
MEETING
Or
THE
Mrs. Moore's daughter. Theresa
ESTATE JOSEPH W CUSHMAN late
buildings thereon, bounded as follows,
FIRbT NATIONAL BANK
viz: Beginning at stake and stones at of Friendship, deceased First and final
Huntley, are spending the rest of the evening. It is hoped to publish the
Mrs. Mamie II. Oram
NOTICE
Is
hereby
given
that
the northeast comer of the Cynis Rob account filed for allowance by Albert D annual meeting of the stockholdersthe
of
in The Courier-Oazette at an
winter in Appleton with Charles
bins Farm, so railed: thence easterly on Cushman, admr
Mrs. Mamie O. (Hcaki Oram. 67. line
The First National Bank of Rockland
of land of W E Overlook, about one
early date
ESTATE WINIFRED L SIMMONS, late | will be held at Its banking rooms on
Towle. Mrs. Moore's father.
died suddenly of a heart atttack Dec. hundred rods to land of E E Thurston, of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad Tuesday. January 14. 1936. at 10 o'clock
thence southerly by said Thurston's land ministration. asking that The First
Ivy Chapter OE S.. will tender an
m . to fix the number of and elect
31 at her home in Medfield. Mass., and formerly of Lewis Batchelder, about National Bank of Rockland, or some •.
a board of directors for the ensuing
NORTH HAVEN
informal retention Friday to D.D.
eighty rods to land formerly of Samuel other suitable person be appointed year, and to transact such other busi
where she had moved frem Biston. Fuller's; thence westerly on line of said Admr . with bond
ness as may properly come before the
Gil. Carrie Smith following the
Puller's land about one hundred rods to
FREDERICK W
MORSE, late of meeting. Per order. JOSEPH EXIERf,
The
band
reheased
Monday
night
1
having lived ln that city several years line of said Cyrus Robbins Farm, thence Thomaston,
stated meeting. After the reception
Cashier.
Rockland. Me. Dec. 14 1935
deceased
Will
and
Peti

northerly on said Robbins's line about
150-8-5
for Probate thereof, asking that the
refreshments will be served. Mrs. under the leadership of Mr Kirk- ehe war bom in this town, daughter one hundred rods to the first mentioned tion
samimay
be
proved
and
allowed
and
patrlck
I cf Sylvester and Mary E Hoik. Th? bound, containing fifty <S0> acres, more that letters of Administration wtth the
Alzada Simmons ls chairman.
or less and known as the C. C. Daggett will annexed, be Issued to Hazel B
Unity Guild assembled for an all- I bedy was breught to her cld home at Farm.
Mrs. W F. Robinson is recovering
The above described premises are sub Anz.alone of Thomaston, or some other
from a heavy fall sustained recently. day session Tuesday at the church j
ject to right of way held by the Central suitable person, with bond
Orff's Corner where services wer? Maine Power Company over and across
ESTATE HELEN B
OLIVER. of
First Selectman Ansel M. Hilt re and served a chop suey dinner.
Thomaston Petition for License to Sell
said premises
Hereby
conveying
those
certain certain Real Estate, situated In Thomas
ports the relief road work cancelled Mercedes Calderwood, Mrs. Nettie held Saturday. Rev. A. O. Davis was
premises that were conveyed to grantor ton. and fully described In said Peti
DAY OLD Pullets for sale—tested
last Saturday. He returned the Mills, Miss Bertha Mills. Mrs. Annie th? effleiating clergyman and inter herein by grantee herein b>' deed dated tion. presented by Charles H Woodcock
Hall-Cross strain CARL O NELSON.
emergency kit with a request for an Mills, Mrs. Nellie Beverage. Alice ment was 1113(10 ln
Rural ceme- March 2 1922 and recorded ln the of Thomaston. Odn.
4-tf
Registry of Deeds for Knox County.
ESTATE HARRY C. MAOEE late of 310 Llmerock St. Phone 714-W.
explanation. W. R. Crowell of Port- Woodman and Myrtle Greenlaw were [tery.
Book 191. Page 526. and the same Friendship, deceased
First and final
premises
which
were
conveyed
Charles
account filed for allowance by Margaret
Mrs. Oram is survived by one
land WPA office, director of projects admitted to membership. Officers
F Ashe by Charles' P Burgess by deed M MAGEE, executrix.
recorded In said Reglatry In Book 178
ESTATE ELLA D ALLEY, late of St
and planning, explained that can elected were: President. Miss Jennie daughter. Mrs. Vemedta Perkins two Page
548
deceased Petition for perpetual
And whereas the condition of said Oeorge
cellation was due to lack of certified O Beverage; vioe president. Mrs. Eva grandchildren and a sister Mrs
care
burial lot presented by Henry
mortgage has been broken, now. there Wilsonof Hardy
Fanr/2
E.
Cress
of
Roxbury,
Mass
of Newton. Massachusetts.
relief laborers to prosecute a project j Crabtree; treasurer. Mrs. (Leon B.
fore, by reason of the breach of the Bxr.
of that nature. Mr. Hilt is consult- j Stone; secretary, Mrs. Stella Whit- James Waltz waa in charge of the condition thereof. I. the said Ellery V
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD.
Townsend, owner of said mortgage here
by claim a foreclosure of said mortgage Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
ing with R. W. Foster, district direc- more. The work committee is made funeral rcrvices.
and give this notice for the purpose of Knox County. Rockland Maine.
tor in Augusta, and will make an I up of Mrs. Hattie Bray. Mrs. Eva
Attest:
foreclosing the same
YOUR.CONVENIENCE
Dated at Rockland.
Maine, tnts
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
early report.
Crabtree, Mrs. Elda Ames. Mrs.1
twenty-seventh day of December, A. D
GLENCOVE
2-S-8
1935
_
Officers cf the Congregational (Emma Greenlaw; fancy work, Mrs.
ELLERY V TOWNSEND
Ladies’ Circle elected Thursday 1 Stella Whitmore, Mis. Katherine
Owner of said mortgage, as aforesaid
Rcbert Studley and son. Charles
156-S-5
afternoon were: President, Mrs. Wil Duncan, Mrs. Annie Mills, Mrs. A. Studley ot Olencove are engaged
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE
Elizabeth
Bunker.
lis Vinal; vi;e presidents. Mrs. Edna
In making alterations on the Oeorge
ESTATE OF RODERICK C. GILLIS
Moore. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson; secre
The Pythian Sisterhood met Wed Warren Smith cottage at Warrenton. Knox. SS
Dee. 26. AD 1935
tary. Mrs. Alice Watts; treasurer. nesday night at which time a de
We. the undersigned, having been duly
letter Sherer of North Haven is
appointed
by
the
Honorable
Melz.or T
Mrs. Flora Peabody.
gree was conferred on Mrs. Thel. visiting his sister, Mrs. Herbert Wal Crawford. Judge of Probate within
and
for said County. Commissioners to re
The Help One Another Circle ol Wooster and Miss Alice Woodman dron.
ceive and decide upon the claims nf the
Kings Daughters met Monday eve- re-instated. Substituting for Mrs.
Letters have been received from Mr. creditors of the csta nf Roderick C.
Gtills late of North taven In salo
ning with Mrs. Ella Caler.
Mabel Burgess, the degree work was and Mrs. E. B. Hall, who are enrouic County,
deceased, who e late has been
The subject for Sunday morning , carried out by Most Excellent Chief to California from Tallahassee, Fla. represented Insolvent, l -nby give public
notice, agreeably to he order of the
worship at the Congregational Eva Crabtree. Refreshments were
Driven only 5160 miles. Like new in every re
said Judge of Probate that tlx months
from and after Decer :b~ : 1935. have
Church has been changed to "A served.
fell on his foot as he was engaged in been allowed to said e t utors to present
spect. See this car at once if you are interested
prove their claims, and that we will
Man's Supreme Need." Sermon topic
Francis Lipovsky has a position in chopping. He was attended by Dr. and
in a bargain.
attend to the duty assigned us on
for the evening will be, "The Psalm musical work in Akron, Ohio.
Saturday. January 18. 1936. and Wednes
Woodman.
day.
June
3.
1936,
at
the
Probate
Court
of the Common People."
Room. Knox County Court House.
Hugh Parsons wrenched his left
We Also Have a Very Choice Selection of Other
Union Street. Rockland. Maine, at nine
Mr. r.r.d Mrs. Edgar Barker
Dr. Walter P. Ccnlev, optometrist, of the clock (standard time) ln the
arm Wednesday.
motored Monday to Portland accomCars
At the Right Price and in the Right Con
forenoon
ot
each
of
said
days.
Conversation, singing, and listen will be In htr Vinalhaven office Mon
EDWARD K GOULD.
' panied bv Mrs L F. Barker of Union
dition.
PEARL
E
BOROEHSON
ing to records made by Harold day evening and a’.l day Tuetday.—
Commissioners.
156-S-5
Beverage at Riverside. N. Y.. occupied adv.
THF. ANNUAL MFF.TING OF THE
the time at the Friendly Bible Class
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
sells real | which met Wednesday night at the MODERN
WOMEN
Notice ls hereby given that thc an
STROUT BSTATB home of Mrs. Lottie Beverage. The NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due nual
meeting of the stockholders of the
Grenfrwt tiflverflwrr of cnnn«
Vieolda. nervmm strain, exposure or similar causes. Thomaston National Bank will be held
hosess entertained with several Chi-cbos-tera
at
their
banking rooms ort Tuesday,
TEL. 1000-W
try property. Ila* made over
Diamond Brand Tills are effective,
January 14th. 1938. at 10 00 o'clock a m .
Mule* of Home* — Farm* —
and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bj
piano selections. Apples, cake and reliable
Aer<nK4‘.
Iluserw from nil over the
for
the
purpose
of
fixing
the
number
all druggists for over 45 yeara. Aihfw—J
712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
world. Free open llntlng.
and electing a board of directors for the
sugared pop com were served.
enaulng year and of transacting any
E. A. STROUT REALTY AGENCY
Harry Whitmore met with a pain
other business that may legally come
Rvprewnted by C. E. FOSTER, Warren.
before them Per order If F DANA.
Tel. 43-2. I.hllnrs sullrlted.
•pi» V1AM0KD
ful accident Wednesday when n tree
Cashier Thomaston, Maine.
150-S-5
&-10

with KENT TAYLOR
and IDA LUPINO

FOR SALE

TO LET

D

: MISCELLANEOUS ;

> EGGS AND CHICKS •

ADVERTISEMENTS

USED CAR SPECIAL

1935 FORD TUDOR

C. W. HOPKINS, INC

Every-Other-Day
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Pianist - Composer

OClETY

On “Magic Key"

OUR APOLOGIES!

Realm of Music

For being unable to serve the vast number of customers who
thronged our store during the “Four Hour Sale” Thursday night.
Although we employed several extra sales persons in every de

By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

In addition to personal note* regard-I Jane Pendleton celebrated her secMWX’ttRlond birthday last Wednesday by en-

^nPt%T mlllPSPSle^nSSl’“wlH*^ ' tertainin« ,hree friencE' Ra>’m0!U
gladly received.
Dow, Betty Knowlton and Barbara
TELEPHONE___________
7T« of 794 Knowlton. Refreshments were served

The service at the Universalist. "With a Song We Send You Our
Church Sunday morning will be Greetings,” and Inside is a carol,
marked by unusual features. The, “Hodle Christus Natus Est." The
occasion will observe the passing of words are very lovely.
the old organ to make way for the 1 Christian folk, remember, pray.
Christ was born this happy day!
new Hammond Organ to be installed j Hope He brought us.
Love He taught us
this coming week, and at the con- ! Oratefully.
our carol gay
Warner St. Clair of Owl's Head was
sole
for
this
final
performance
will
’
Echoes
Joy and mirth!
given a surprise birthday party Thurs
be Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw who J Carol we. let music ring,
Praising Christ, our new born King!
day evening at hts home to celebrate
many years ago served ln the capaci- I Meek and lowly.
hie 15th birthday. His guests were
He most holy.
ty of organist in this church for nine
Listens as we gaily sing
Elizabeth Scammon, Barbara Smith,
Of his wondrous birth!
Rounds Mothers Class will meet
years. Not only will Mrs. Shaw play
Elizabeth St. Clair, William Buckmin
• • • •
next Thursday at the home of Mrs.
the prelude, but the Vested Quartet
From
Cecil
S. Copping comes a
A R. Havener, with Mrs. Vance Nor ster, James Farrell, Alvin Perry, Mur
will sing one of her own compositions,
ton and Mrs. Emery Howard as as doch Smith, Roger Smith, Mrs. Smith
a Te Deum of majestic proportions. | Program of the Federal Music Projand Mrs. St. Clair. Two birthday
sisting hostesses.
These features will lend significance ccts' 111 1x55 Angeles, the inaugural
cakes adorned the table which also
and dignity to the farewell of the l)r°8ram ln fact' «lven on Dee. 26.
j bore Ice cream, cake and cocoa. En
old organ which after all has been rhe or-hestra directed by Modest
Mrs. Rhama E.
tertainment was in the form of beano
faithful and labored to the best of Altschuler, played Polonaise by
hostess to T Club last evening.
and radio broadcasts. Several fine
its ability in its waning years. Bubeck, Afternoon of a Faun by
gifts were received by the young host.
ERCY GRAINGER, internation Organist and quartet alike have Debussy, American Fantasy on the
Mrs. Flora Fernald and Mrs. Frank
ally known pianist and composer, grumbled and groaned over keys that ] t0^ tune> “The Monkey Wedding
Fields won honors in cards when '
Chummy Club played Tuesday eve-' Mrs- Willis I. Ayer is a surgical who will be heard as a featured art wouldn't sound, over the too high by Mills, first presentation any where,
ist on the "Magic Key" of RCA pro
and Overture to Tschaikovsky's
ning at the home of Mrs. Herbert pp/ient at Kr.ox Hospital.
gram at two o'clock. E.S.T., Sunday pitch, pedals that squeaked, and opera "The Voyevode" (Dream by
numerous
other
eccentricities
that
Mullen.
afternoon, January 12th.
Grainger was born in Australia even organs gather unto themselves the Volga.) A male chorus sang Avs
Robert Dunton ls making a week's
and has devoted much of his life to ln old age. Yet organist and quartet Marla by Arcadelt, Christmas Song
Mrs. Eugene Frost and son Sher visit wi'.h his parents In Nobleboro.
the
movement of recovering Eng have a sad feeling in their hearts by Cornelius, and While By My
wood leave today to Join Mr. Frost
lish folksongs. In addition to his after all, it is rather like saying fare Sheep by Jungst, with Clifford Lott
who has employment In Boston. They
Mrs. Clara Clark was mad? very composing, he is even better known
conducting, and a colored chorus
will have apartments at 1048 Han happy cn Christmas Day with calls as a concert pianist nnd has been well to an old friend.
• • • •
directed by Carlyle Scott sang And
cock street. Quincy.
frem her cld neighbors and friends heard ln all parts of the world. He
How proud Rockland should be of the Glory of the Lord, Handel; Was
settled ln America in 1915. where he
and gifts of fruit, candy, cards and
Mrs. Shaw!! I often w’onder how sail Song* Vaughan. Williams, and
has since made his home.
Universalist Mission Circle met jn
many useful articles.
many of us realize and appreciate Hallelujah Chorus. Handel.
the church parlors Wednesday after- I
her talent and the beauty of her
noon with 33 members and two1
THE EARLY CUSTOMS mind. It ls as I have remarked be
guests present. Relief sewing oc- 1 Mlss Catherine Black returned
TENANT'S HARBOR
fore. we often live among greatness,
cupied the first hour or up to the Thursday to Bradford Junior College,
Some Which Related To have greatness right at our door,
devotional pgriod which was con-------Nellie R. MacKcnzie
Marriage Intentions and and let it go by unnoticed. Mrs.
ducted by Mrs. Adelaide Lowe, presi- 1 E F.A. Club is sponsoring a benefit
A deep sadness came over this com
Shaw not only has had the advantage
dent. Response to roU call was based card Part>' Wednesday at 8 at Odd
Roving Dogs
of having natural talent developed munity Thursday when news wa; re
on “Service" and was very generally Fellows hall. There will be tables for
ceived cf the death of Nellie R. wife
entered into. Reports from the contract, auction, plain whist, 63.
Decs the reading cr recalling ci under the finest tutelage available.
but
has
taught
extensively
herself,
is
,
cf Rcdertck J. MacKenale. at her
various committees showed that each beano and other games,
events and haopenings of the pact
an
accomplished
pianist
and
organist
hem? in Br!dg:p:rt. Conn. after an
is functioning profitably. One new
------mean a c'.gn cf cld age? S:m? say
£f cnJr a f£W
death
member was reported Mrs. Adelle
^r£- Sumner Waldrcn has entered lt docs, but I do net agree with (.hem and composer, and ls excelled or
...
Morton. With Miss Margaret G :he Deaconess Hcpital in Boston for In all respects. I am an eager reader equalled by few in knowledge of
musical literature. She also has had C m McKenzie means not only a
Stahl at the piano. Mrs. Lowe sang treatment.
of history. especially the early history
in a feeling manner "How Lovely i
'
of Maine and th? many towns within the advantage of hearing the cream Fir~'c"3l 'os’> io friends and acqua nt Are Thy Dwellings." Mrs. Sadie
-^r and ®*rs- J0*10 Luke enter- the State and tom? incidents ar.d of artists, both vocal and instrumen- anc?-. but afeo to the community, for
Leach as guest speaker gave a very talned with three tables of bridge atcrics about them arc really worth tai. of the world, over a period of she had done much to benefit local
many years, as four score years have | activities
excellent paper on the Milan Ca- at the‘r home Thursday evening ln repeating.
thedral. much of It being drawn from honor of Mrs Lukc s brother. Henry
In the years arcund 1775-1825 pub- passed over her own head. Difficult
ill? latest undertaking cf Mrs.
her visit there last summer. A mat- Peavcy. of Bangor. Honors went to liihlnents cf marriage were seldom to believe when one looks at her, to Ma:K:nz!? fcr this locality was the
te- particularly stressed at this Carl Philbrook. Elmer Teel. Susan posted (in later years they were). In b? sure, and even more difficult when founding and development cf the
meeting was the observance of Dedi- j Spear and Mrs. Elmer Teel. Others stead the town clerk would, after the one talks with her. Tlie erect figure,
Mary Elinor Jackscn Memorial Libra
cation Day. which will probably be were
and Mrs Harry Levensaler. ber.cd'cticn by the minister, announce clear skin, smiling eyes, beautifully ry. which she a'ded financially and
hair, are combined with a
made at the February meeting. Mrs. Arthur Bowley. Leland Blackington. wtth the preface "Please to take no grocmed
.
, .
,
individual attention. Youth and
....
... .
...
Lowe assumed the Responsibility of' Albert Levensaler.
tice" the name: of the .persons and mind keenly alert, a mmd that is 1.,
the aged alike will mis a k.nd friend.
chairmanship with a volunteer com- '
their intentions. Here is a little story. ever reaching out to learn something neighber and citizen. She had spent
mittee to aid her In the arrange-'
MBS. FLORENCE N1E
Cne Sunday the town clerk being r.ew while giving richly of the past her girlhood here and later selected
ments. At the next meeting Mrs.'
'called away, tcld hl> sen to put up to those eager to hear. She is al this location for her summer h;me.
Florence Mae ((Wall), widow of
ways studying, always eager for life.
Gladys Morgan will give a paper on
Mrs MacKcnzie was th? daughter
Abram W. Nye. died Jan. 4. at her 1 in the church perch a written inten One like that never grows old. Al
the Cologne Cathedral.
tion
cf
marriag
’
.
The
lad
being
15
or
of the '.ate Lemuel and Lucy Ludwig,
home. 172 South Maine street, after
116 years cld. feeling that he was fully ways young to give joy and hap native cf (his place, and on the origi
a very brief illness.
piness and inspiration to those
Shakespeare Society meets MondayMrs. Nye was born in 1888. on capable cf doing as his father did. privileged to come under her charm. nal hem? lot she built her cottage
evening at the home of Mrs. Elibadeviated
from
his
father's
instructions
called "Hcmrland" l:ca:id ln the
Southern Island, often called Tenants
• • • •
beth Otis, and will have Miss Alice
center of th? village. Toward this
Harbor Light, daughter of Brook- and with animation and gesticulation
I am sending out an SOS. call.
Erskine as leader for the reading of
man and Harriet (Carleton) Wall I amu ed some and distressed others Somewhere, somehow. I have lost one community she ever exercised a gen
Acts IV and V of King Henry the
Here, she spent her early childhood. by calling the intention cut in a leud of my treasured music books a lovely erous ar.d frirndlv intere:! ar.d wher
Fourth, Part II. Miss Erskine will
ever this? words are read will be
Later, when her grandparents. Cap voice.
' Another interesting association silver colored book published by heard sincere expressions cf sorrow.
also conduct a discussion and
tain and Mrs. Carleton resigned as
Silver. Burdett Co., used in the
examination of Parts I and II.
keepers of the Light and moved to with the early meetings. Dcgs acre Junior High school course. It was Her life wa: cne cf cheer and sunRockland. Mrs. Nye went to live at never remarkable for their good man given to me by the publishers, a ch'ne ar.d at al! times sh: was acThere will be circle supper at the
ners ar.d occasionally would intrude
ccrded the lev? and re pcct of those
23 Holmes street, where she con
Universalist vestry Wednesday at 6,
into the aisles and tret around the lovely compliment in itself, and I whose gcid ferture it was to know
tinued to reside until a few years ago.
with Mrs. G. L. St. Clair as chair
meeting hcuse during worship. Two especially prize th? contents which I her. An example cf good fellowship,
when she moved to 172 South main
man. Her helpers will be Mrs. Almon
men, and sometimes another, who had find varied and most useful in my her memory will remain undimmed
B. Cooper, Mrs. Eugene Sleeper. Mrs. street.
long whips and were seated in con musical activities. Whether I have through the year-.
Mrs. Nye attended the schools of
Ella S. Bird, Mrs. Philip Thomas.
venient pews were by the tosvn chosen mislaid it or have loaned it, I cannot
Th? immed.aie survivors are her
Rockland and graduated from Com
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard. Mrs. Ralph L.
“deg wh'cpers" cr “dog-reeves." say, but if it can be returned to me. husband, and son William MacKcnzie.
mercial College. She was married to
Smith. Mrs J. Lester Sherman. Mrs.
Accordingly there faithful guardians I shall be so appreciative.
Abram W. Nye. whose sudden death
• • • • • '
John Robinson. Miss Lucy Rhodes,
cf the rights and privileges cf the
} last February was a severe blow to
I am greatly saddened by the
MOTHERS
Mrs. Charles T. Smalley. Miss Jun’ I Mrs. Nye. who had for many years wershiper s. when a dog following the
tragic death of Leonard Dearden. There Is probably an opportunity
Trussell. Miss Jennie Brown, Mrs. A,
good
example
cf
his
master
walked
In your town for an experienced
1 worked by hts side and aided in the
whom I had come to consider as a rlRht
trained expert In beauty. Why not
F. Russell, Miss Mabel F. Lamb and
management of Nye’s Garage. She into the hcuse. or.e cf the dogwhip- friend and musical ally. I had high
let us train your daughter for this
Miss Lillian Nash.
pers whese pew a-ould b? about cncremunerative profession?
Let us
was a devoted mother, a kind neigh
respect for his musigal talent and send you a booklet which tells of thc
half a-av between doer and pulpit
opportunities.
bor and friend and a faithful and
profound
regard
for
his
intelligence
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith was hostess to
would ra se his whip carefully, watch
loyal supporter of the Episcopal
HUB ACADEMY
which he continually fed by thought
the Tuesday Sewing Club, others
h's opportunity as the dog pas ed and
Of Hairx and Beauty Culture 161
Church, of which she was a member.
ful reading and study. He was an
Massachusetts
Avenue. Boston Ap
present bejng Mrs. Harry W. French, I
bling it down with tremendous
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
3-6-tf
engaging conversationlist and when proved by 8tate of Maine
Mrs. Millie Thomas. Mrs. H. G. Cole,
energy-. The yelping no doubt wak
Vora Bemis; an infant grandson. A
an interested ear was found, could
and Mrs. Austin Smith.
ened the undevout feelings of the
Nye Bemis; a sister, Mrs. George
tell so many unusual and Intimate
ccngrcgatxn and set any other near
Morris; and an uncle, Llwellyn
things of musicians with whom he
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mrs. Wiitur Cross was hostess to
by dog ito barking in chorus.
Carleton of Portland.
had contact. Several times he came
Thimble Club Monday evening.
Sunday, and going to church, was
Funeral services were Tuesday from
to my home in the interest of a pro
a racred duty to these early pioneers
St. Peter's Church. Rev. E. O. Ken
gram or musical feature, and the
Junior Harmony Club held an
and religiously adhered to regardless
yon officiating. Interment was in
call which promised to be brief would
Inspiring meeting Thursday evening
cf convenience ar.d ccmfcrt. Between
Achorn cemetery.
lengthen Into hours, as we talked
at the home of Mrs. Leola Noyes,
the forenccn and afternoon meetings
and discussed music and books. I
counsellor, 18 members reporting,
the people would take from their
Here's a National Event which you
■enjoyed the sincere friendly Interest
among whom were several new ones.
pockets a email lunch of “fried cakes"
cannot afford to overlook! The mak
he always displayed ih my own ef
Of THE SCRKI Yw
Ruth Nichols presided, and read two
or a few apples and while eating them
ers of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VEL
SURPRISE 0F*5t ’
forts. He was one of the cleverest
letters from state officers concern
TOUR 1IFE!
LUM staticnery are pffering during collecit ln group- in Trent cf the houi? accompanists I ever came across,
ing junior activities.
Oeraldinc
Il’s tlic show insiders, have
the month of January only. 100 sheets to hear and retail the news and reading at sight uncannily, trans
Norton was elected vlee president
Clara S. Overlook
and 100 envelopes of this fine writing gossip.
been whispering about! The
posing
like
a
wizard,
and
able
to
fill
and Ruth Thomas corresponding pappr wRh youf Namc and Addrcss
fastest, funniest sleuth story
In
and
build
or
diminish
accompani

secretary. Also these committee on both sheets and envelopes—or,
ments to help a singer or Instrumen
since 'The Thin Man ’ - and
were appointed: Program. Josephine your Monogram in raised letters on
COLLECT FOR CLUBWOMEN
talist tn need. Quiet and retiring In
the swcllcst of all PERRY
Pellicane. Mary Anastasio. Barbara the sheets, for only $1.00 a box. We
personality, few really delved and.
MASON’S amazing cases!/
Bodman, Janet Gordon; social, suggest that ycu sec samples at once
Keep us, O God, from pettiness:
depths of his mind, but these few
Katherine Delano. Victoria Anastasio,' at"this office
let us be large in thought, in
will always remember him with kind
Anna Pellicane, Beverley and Mar
word, in deed.
liness and respect, and feel glad they
garet Havener; house. Dudley Harvle,
Let us be done with fault-find
Joseph Anastasio. Richard Sullivan. I
ing, and leave off self-seeking. were privileged to know Leonard
Dearden.
It was voted to study opera for the I
May we put away all pretense
• • • •
and meet each other face to
season, and an informal sing closed '
Among the most unique Christmas
face, without self-pity, and
Cioquignole
Permanents,
plenty
of
the meeting. The next meeting will!
without prejudice.
| cards sent out this year were those
curls; no skimping.
be Jan. 16 at Mrs. Noyes' home, and i
May we never be hasty ln judg
of Malcolm Pitcher Austin and his
This
wave
includes
shampoo
and
on the program will be piano solos
ment and always generous.
wife, Evelyn Smith Austin, of New
finger
wave
by Margaret Havener and Katherine
Teach us to put into action our
'
York. Through thc thought of Mrs
better impulses, straightfor
Delano; a harmonica trio by Dudley,
Only $1.95 for balance of month
Leonora Waller on? of these was
ward
and
unafraid.
Dick and Joe. and a pap^r by Victoria
Let us take time for all things; , .sent me. and with it this note:
Anastasio. Membership remains open
TODAY
make us to grow calm, serene,
“Thought you might like to see the
to all boys and girls from 10 to 15
WTLI.IAVf
BOYD
gentle.
FULTON ST.
TEL. 960-R
Christmas greeting cards sent out by
In
years who are Interested In music
Grant that we may realize it is
my nephew and his wife. He com
BAR 20 RIDES AGAIN"
study. Those studying a musical
the little things that create
posed
the
words,
she
set
them
to
differences;
that
ln
the
big
instrument are particularly urged to
music. Of course they are both
things of life we are as one.
Chiropodist and Foot
join.
musicians, he sing? baritone, she is a
And
may
we
strive
to
touch
and
Specialist
to know thc great common
talented pianist and organist. She
Strictly fresh native eggs. 27c per
heart of us all; and O Lord has played at some very smart
M. R. WYNNE
Telephone 409
doz. Native potatoes, 25c peck, 90c
God, let us not forget to be
84 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
functions In New York this winter." Matinee, 2.00; Evening 6.30, .8.30
kind.
bil. Free delivery, at Stover's, Rock
- TEL. 1123-W
1 On the outer cover of the card Is
land, Tel, 1200—adv,
4-5
156-tf

Mrs. F. O. Simmons will be hostess
to Progressive Literary Club Tuesday.
Roll call will be answered by current
events. Mrs. Cora Snow will give, a
sketch on the life and works of Wil
liam Butler Yates and quotations will
be taken from that poet. Act 2 of
Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's
Dream" will be read.

and Jane's brother Raymond sang
Mother Goose songs. Jane received
some very pretty gifts. Mrs. Frances
Dow and Mrs. Margaret Knowlton
were also present.

partment we were unable to give our customers the attention they
deserved.
However, our—

ANNUAL JANUARY SALE
started this morning with prices of our entire stock slashed re
gardless of cost, and our many customers who shopped with us
Thursday and those unable to attend will find bargains beyond
their greatest expectations durin g this—

P

JANUARY SALE
HASKELL & CORTHELL
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S OUTFITTERS
CAMDEN

POPULAR FILM STARS
Some Former Notables Are Not
Found In the List This Year
Whom the movie-going public will
adopt as Its favorites this year is
something not even Hollywood will
guess about says Hubbard Keavey,
Associated Press writer.
It finds vehicles for established
stars with the same hope that it
finds them for newcomers.
It
gambles, often blindly, that its stars
will retain their strongholds and that
there will be some merit In the con
stant crop of newcomers; enough oc
cassional merit to replace the oldline stars when thev slip.
When 1935 ended a poll of exhi
bitors by a trade publication i Motion
Picture Htrald) revealed that some
o' 1934 s most prominent—and prom
ising, tt sumed then—stars had slip
ped far tieiow the honor list of thc
“ten best money makers.” Here are
comparal've lists that tell the story:
1935
1 Shirley Temple
2 Will Rogers
3 Clark Gable
4 Astaire-Rogers
5 Joan Crawford
6 Claudette Colbert
Dick Powell
| 87 Wallace
Berry
»
Joe
E Brorn
[
10 James Cagney

■

1934
Will Rogers
Clark Gable
Janet Gaynor
Wallace Berry
Mac West
Joan Crawford
Bing Crosby
Shirley Temple
Marie Dressier
Norma Shearer

In 1934. Fred Astaire was near the
bottom of the list and Ginger Rogers,
who had a film name, was ln 25th
place. Teamed ln "Roberta" and
"Top Hat,” they rose to fourth place
ln the popularity list.
In lhe 1934 listing. Joe E. Brown
placed 12th; Claudette Colbert. 13th;
Dick Powell, 16th and James Cagney.
20th.
The votes for Will Rogers were not
testimonial votes; the two films re
leased after his death were almost as
popular as those shown before. Jan
et Gaynor's films were not sufficient
ly popular to keep her name in the
top flight, nor were those of West,
Crosby and Shearer.

MAINE

Open Evenings

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight"
Wien Claudette
Ccdbcrt uxis served
with a dish of carrots
in a. scerve of
iht Married Htr
Boss' it seemed Like
a qood omen - for
she had. eaten car.
/
rots in 'It Happened L
One Niqht " and was
voted. iht best act
ress of
•

Sdg/ 1

Mithatl Bartlett, Columbia
plaqtr, eolltcJS rare musietd.
manuscripts and first
diitions.

Meivtpn
Dvuqlsu

*"

ZjT’
Mi I

attsndtd. school
in tbjdt stabs
and Cjermarnf
\ before ptmpLd! inq his _
I sdujcdtior).

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
$1,000,300 . ; .TWO YEARS . . .TO BRING

YOU HUMANITY’S GREATEST LOVE STORY!
J

Another smashing hit by
the producers of "Mutiny
on the Bounty" and
"David Copperfield" ...
sweeps across the screen
to dazzling new heights
of triumph >

LINCOLNVILLE
Fur.eral cervices for Mrs. Adclia C.
Richards were held from the heme cf
R W. R .hard?. Fr dny. Rev. H. I.
Helt cf Warr:n ollie atlng. The bear
ers were C. A. Warren. Orris Young.
Wairtn Pitcher. Leroy Hurd Inter
ment in Map’.ewcod cemetery, Linciinville.

The Department of Bacteriology at
the University of Maine announces
that the list of flocks free from pullorum disease will be available about
January 10.

Childrens
Colds
Yield quicker to

RONALD COLMAN
CHARLES DICKENS’

H

r
,ove y<l
even
though
ou love

another!'®

double action of

PERMANENTS $1.95

Goldie’s Beauty Shop

PRRK^

Two yeert to nuke!
18 months preparation!
Cot of 49,000 intitiding:

ELIZABETH ALLAN
EDNA MAY OLIVER
REGINALD OWEN
BASIL RATH BONE
BLANCHE YURKA
HENRY B. WALTH All
Produced by
DAVID O. SELZ NICK
Directed by

STAINLESS now, if you prefer

JACK

CONWAY

A Metro -Ooldwyn*Moyer Picture

PRIVATE LESSONS

in Marcel and Finger Waving
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
81 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1123-W
156-tf

SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE
TUESDAY AT 4.15
ADMISSION 10c

NOW PLAYING
“FANG AND CLAW”
with FRANK BUCK
Phone 892
Shows:

Matinee 2. Evg. 6.15. 8.35
Cont. Tues. SaL 2 to 10.30

Every-OtEtft-Day
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the package which came to us from
BUZZELLS PLATFORM
the skies.
The contents was
thoroughly appreciated.
Candidate For Congress Tells
Our fog signal is in operation tor
Where He Stands On the
snow and judging from present ap
pearances it will continue thus for
Vital Issues
some time.
Ex-Senator H. C. Buzzell of Bel- J
Mrs. Fess spent Christmas with her
children at Brooklin. They had a fast, who Wednesday announced
beautiful tree and the group reveled himself as a Republican candidate
in a joyous holiday.
for the Congressional nomination in
Misses Juanita Seavey and Myrtle
the Second District, intends that the
Seavey are spending a vacation with
voters shall know whefe he stands
their parent?. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
He presents the following platform:
Seavey.
Constitution
Keeper and Mrs. Fes? were in
Brooklin last Saturday, accompanied
I desire to enlist my services for the
by their son Justin who will there maintenance and preservation of the
It was so old a ship—who knows, whoat Boon, as the Keeper was ashore pass the remainder of the winConstitution of the United States of
—And yet so beautiful. I
watched ln for the holiday with his family.
’ ter with his sister. They found thc
America, which has been aptly
To
nut burst open with . rose. 1 sPent Christmas in Boston with traveling very good for this time of
characterized
as the greatest instruAnd the whole deck put on its leaves my mother. Mrs. Ella A. Coleman. V€tlr
again.
the
first
Yule
tide
for
seven
years
Lcbiter
ftohermen
have
been
taking
ment
ever
concelved
and brought
—Janies Elroy Flecker
that we had been to-gether. I had a advantage of the fine weather to get f^hj’y fhe mind of man
Certainly it is not to be lightly
wonderful time.
' out traps. The latest repert on thc
Portland Head
treated by reference to the horse and
Santa
remembered
us
bountifully
price
of
this
sea
foed
is
27
cents
a
Mrs F O. Hilt. Mrs. R T Starling
buggy age, nor by characterizing it
and" M*s. _Luc'y E Robinson called this year We received 21 packages pound
as a refuge for scoundrels.
through
the
mail,
and
everyone
had
jjjseavey
made
a
bu'iness
trip
to
Monday on Mrs W C. Dow, Port
Amendments, yes. as in the past.
a present, even Sambo. Yes. he re- Boothbay recently,
land.
Lack
of
news
brings
this
letter
to
a
”
ut
ln accordance with the traditions
ceived a nice box of catnip from
Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Hilt and Nigger Knight and untied it himself. reluctant close
|of
American people, and the
son Valmore motored from Bath
provisions
of the instrument itself.
In this department it was recently
Sunday and were guests of F. O. asked if anyone had a cat which
.Agriculture
Two Bush
Hilt and family.
weighed more than theirs, tipping the
Agriculture has been passing for
We extend appreciation to Captain
We got a quiet snowstorm Sunday scales at 16 pounds yes. Sambo
Wincapaw and son for the fine several years through some very
which delghied more than the chil Tonkus weighs a little over 19 pounds
Christmas gifts which descended to lroub)ed waters,
dren. for there were some with a and is not a lazy cat, either. He was
our
Light from a winged Sant*.
Coming fn)m
agTlcuUural sec.
sprinkle of grey about the temples 11 years old last October and receives
Donald
Smith
of
Isle
au
Haut
spent
tion
o
j
ollr
gtatc
as
a farm boy, and
watching the flakes dancing every much attention from visitors.
MASTER DC LUXE SRORT SEDAN
But to return to Christmas aa the hcliday wlth hb Parents
having lived my life in a large measwhich way. When it was over was
best time of all and with a hustle and present that I liked very much was
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Barter and ure with those who have been wrest bustle. men and boys were actively one which my wife whispered about daughter Olive pas ed Christmas with ing their living from the soil. I have
engaged in snow shovelling, while t0 the author when he called here ln j Mrs. Harry’ Sm.ih at Owl’s Head appreciated to the fullest extent the
snow-ploughs and trucks were driven November. That is •‘Lighthouses on Mrs Barter and daughter w.U remain critical times through which they
in the line of service
the Maine Coast and their Keepers" the Teat of the winter but Mr Barter have been trying to exist.
Recently came news that another by Robert Thayer Sterling. It is a returns shorty.
It has been my pleasure for more
snowstorm was on the way and what fine book and Keeper Sterling is to
Asst. Keeper Batty visited the heli- than thirty years to be a member of
could sound more cheerful to the un- be congratulated.
The
service day with hls family at Spruce Head
the Orange, and recently I have been
Mre pnoyd Sin?w and daughter de€P!y Ratified to read the program
employed? But the skies didn’t deal should be proud of him Hat« OFF
You mav as well save money...
CHEVROLET ,
out much to Portland and vicinity, so to Keeper Sterling!
Nancy visited Mrs. Singer's mother submitted by the National Orange
IMPROVED GLIDING
NEW
PERFECTED
particularly when you can get
and I find myself heartily in accord
I am keeping •‘batchelors hall" this recently.
we are still waiting for a real old
KNEE-ACTION BIDE*
HYDRAULIC
BRAKES
with the same
more motoring pleasure in addition to substan
fashioned snowstorm
"Jingle bells week as Mrs Coleman went to Port
Keeper Smith spent last weekend
It
seems
perfectly
possible
to
detha tmoofhosf, lofett ride of oil
land for treatment and hospital care at Owl's Head.
th. .of*.) and .oioedioi* over developed
and a one hors; open sleigh.
tial aavings . . . and that is the happy experi
„ „
. „ ,, . . . .
velop a program for agriculture that
for
her
foot.
She
will
be
guest
of
Cecil Barter of Rocklad visited an . „
_ ...
Mrs Martha Sterling was hostess
ence of people who buy new 1936 Chevrolets.
Mrs Charles L Knight of Woodfords. evening th's week with his brother shall preserve the maximum liberty
to Oood Timers at her home Wed
of
opportunity
for
the
individual,
This new Chevrolet isfasl! It’a spirited! It
HIGH-COMPRESSION
We rejoiced that the fishermen Mau: ice Barter at Owl's Head.
SOLID STEEL *a*-pUc*
nesday. All members were present
compatible with the welfare of the
from Cape Porpoise were found in
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE
goes places as you want your new car to go!
Barbara Achom recently gave
TURRET
TOP
and also four guests. Plates were
' good condition. It was a miracle in Carla Srfith a surprise partv for her whole.
la.d for 12 with decoration; artisti
And goes with less gas and oil! All of which
giving avan battar parformanc i with
a crown of beovly, o fortran of lofely
In going to Washington I should
that weather and the cold.
•von leu gas ond oil
birthday, with cards, games and critocally arranged A surprise sh:wer was
naturallv makes it a much better investment.
The telephone line to Boon has bage forming the en'ertaiwnent. seek to be guided by the counsel of
presented in behalf of the club to
been repaired and it is a pleasure to Sandwiehes cream cake
wre the Grange as the body which, more
Then, too, the new Chevrolet for 1936 is
Mrs. Orace Dow. president, the pres
be able to talk with the residents served. These who attended were Mr. than any other, may be considered to
GENUINE FISHER
ALL THERE FEATURES
entation being made by Mts. Ster
smarter, safer and more comfortable to ride in
embrace and understand both the
there.
NO DRAFT VENTILATION
and Mrs Walter Kirk. Rosalie Harvey,
AT CHEVROLET'S LOW PRICES
ling. Mrs. Dew responded in a Jovial
than any other car selling at or near its price.
A happy and prosperous New Year, Russell and Leona Hickman of Rock problems of the fanner, and also thc
IN NEW TURRET TOP BODIES
spirit A social afternoon with sew
principles of true Americanism.
to you all.
Come in—take a ride in this only complete
land; Elliott. Reger. Roland. Donald.
ing. knitting, tatting and chatting
The colossal political issue of 1936
motf beautiful ond comfortable bodies
Barbara and Mrs. Smith and Carla
lou-pricedcar
—nnd get proof of its greater value.
was much enjoyed
ever created for o low-priced cor
unquestionably will be the New Deal
Ram Island
Smith, and Mr and Mrs. Maurice
The AAA is one of the many chil
CHEVROLET MOTOR CO.. DETROIT. MICH.
Curtis Island
To Lighthouse brothers and Coast Barter. The company passed a con dren of the New Deal, and it must be
ANO UP. List price oj Now Standard Coupe at
Hint. Mickipan. I'llA bumpers. tpare tire and
The seasons greetings and a pros- °'Jard friends « *nd a bn«h- genially happy evening.
very interesting and instructive to all
tiro lock, tbe I it t price it 920 additional. •kneeSHOCKPROOr STEERING*
Aew Greatly Reduced
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Saunders
en

Action on Matter Modeii onlv. 920 additional.
percus year to all Liehtkeepers and salut* and are happy to say that
the people ol our State to know that
Pricet quoted in tbit adierritemen I arr I it I at Hint,
G.M.A.C. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
making driving eosier ond tafor
Micktpan. and tubiert to
Coast Guardsmen
Kwper Rohinson is gaining slowly tertained recently at their Warren Maine paid in the last year in Pro
A General Motort Colne.
7Ae/ow*sr financing cot in G.M.A.C. kutory.
home. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith. Rofrom his recent illness.
than
avar
before
cessing Taxes the sum of 63.164.000.,
Compare < Knrolet 'i low defurrvd prtcet.
We had a fine Christmas, having
Considerable snow has fallen here land. Donald Carla Smith. Mr and
received numerous letters, cards and and we arc well aware that King Mrs. Maurice Barter and Barbara and received benefits of 63.758 00 For
each 6100 received by the State, we
packages Our thanks are extended Winter is on the throne.
Achom of Owl's Head.
paid 6842 00.
the Seacoast Missionary’ Society for
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Loud have reMrs Harry Smith has been em
No other State in the Union fared I
it* nice gifts, and we wish its mem- Urn<,d l0
afler passing the Ployed by Mrs Evelyn St. Clair.
so badly.
bws a successful year.
hoUd#ys wUh
moth„ a.
-----------------Why should any of us be for the j
The past few days have afforded
Light.
New
Deal except those who are deal
Smart for Evening
excellent weather for the six scallop
lasl
of the Christmas
ing and receiving benefits therefrom?
boats which go out from this harbor. month brought us a caller in the
UNION, ME.
VINALHAVEN. ME.
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
Bonus
and they have not been handicapped person of Ralph Waldron of Round
Veterans' service to the Nation in
by cold or wind.
Pond, who called here for warmth
No one can miss the Eastern and we gladly added a breakfast for
times of national peril is a universal
after generation should enact legisla- f
The first group to purchase a bond
FIND JOBS SPEEDILY
Steamship's boats more than Keeper good measure. He was hitch-hiking
SEALS AND BONDS
obligation. Adequate assistance to
this year was the Kiwanis Club of
tion that will make certain that perReed. He has watched their arrivals along the coast from Round Pond to
our Soldiers and Sailors ln the future,
.
.
i sons who have passed the age of ,
..
c..u D
n.._ Augusta which bought a fifteen-dol- Four Out Of Every Five Graduate*
and departures for many years
New Jersey and expects to return by
as in the past, should toe considered | „r^,11A,iVA ,oSnr nr tthn frnm nth,. Latter May Still Be Bur-.Hlar one; the second Bond was sold
From CoUrge of Agrtcultun On
productive
labor
or
who
from
other
Mrs. Reed was grieved to hear of the same method. The Coast Guard
Payrolls
one
of
our
first
responsibilities.
to
the
Camden
Friends
in
Council
chased
To
Help
Eliminate
;
causes
have
become
incapacitated
the passing of her cousin. Miss Flor- Stations and Lights are among his
I stand four-square for the im may enjoy their remaining years in
and was for 65. Other groups are
ence Holbrook of Mt. VWnon. N. Y.. points of call, and he intends to
Tuberculosis
Of the 64 students graduated from
daily following suit, which shows
mediate
payment
of
the
bonus
in
ac

:
comfort.
who for several seasons had spent a Journey later to West Quoddy for
cordance with the program laid i
That Maine citizens are keenly that
that organizations
organizations have
have taken
taken time
time the College of Agriculture at the
part of her vacations here. She had employment.
Oood material for
Tariff Pacts
down by the American Legion The
interested in continuing the battle from their routine work to consider University of Maine last June, four
many friends in Maine who remem Richard Halliburton, the author,
Should I toe elected to Congress I to eliminate Tuberculosis and sub- the appeal, and desire to support the out of five are now employed, says
American
Legion
ln
war
and
peace
|
whose
specialty
is
vagabond
travel.
bered her with cheering letters dur
has very conclusively demonstrated shall favor the repeal of the law stitute good health in its place is worlt of checking Tuberculosis with Arthur L. Deering, dean of the
ing her illness. Miss Holbrook's
that gives power to the President to indicated by their generous pur- the hope that someday in the not college.
its devotion to America, and to the
Matinicus Rock
work was in the schools of New York
welfare of the nation, as well as the t complete and ratify trading tariff chase of Christmas Beals.
The too distant future It may be wiped , "About 75 percent of the graduates
city, with the exception of a few
New Years greetings to our friends
Veterans who offered their lives in Pacls' wlthout reference 10
Con* Maine Public Health Association and out of Maine entirely.----------------------have satisfactory permanent em
years as English teacher in a college and the “Guardians of our Coast.”
our behalf
’ gTess' and *1thout fu^ public hear- its 23 affiliated organizations greatly -------------------------------ployment, many of them in the fields
at Kobe. Japan.
And to Capt. Bill Wincapaw and
There is no better or more eqult- , lngs
of teaching, soil conservation, forest
appreciate the support of the people,
We were gratified to learn that staff of the W. S. Quinby Co., with
able way of placing purchasing pow- !
Stat* °f Malne has recentlv
services, extension work, farming and
and wish it might be possible to
Keeper Staples is enjoying better many thanks for the packages
er in the hands of millions of Ameri- eXf*rtenced th* ^fairness of a thank each individual purchaser for
quickly slops related agricultural enterprises
dropped from the plane on Christ- I
health.
cans, without regard to race, creed trealy with Canada that hUs tre* his or her response to the annual
fheitchinq
Of the graduates who majored in
or partisanship than through the mendous blows at «veral of the inFollowing a weekend visit with mas Day.
Doctors
and aids strictly agricultural subjects, three
appeal.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Thompson ■
dustries of the State.
praise it and
healing out of four are employed. Ona in
friends in Camden and Rockland,
medium ot adjusted compensation
At present local chairmen and
We are to gain no relief from the I
and
daughters
Muriel
and
Mary
have
Mrs. Reed retured Monday to the
eight is unemployed. Others are en
certificates, which are held by- Ameri Canadian competition that is ruin- ’ organizations are endeavoring to use it widely.
GET A JAR TODAY
returned from a vacation with rela-)
station.
rolled as graduate students."
cans everywhere without regard to ing our pulpwood and newsprint, dose their records for the 935 sale;
Winter weather here offars no tives in New Harbor. Port Clyde and
politics.
. <
__
industries;
our«fishermen are to gain I, especially is this true tn the cornMatinicus. They are enjoying a new
grounds for complaint.
munities where the Seals are sent
Universal
Draft
no
help
against
that competition,
Several large freighters have been Airline radio.
out by mail. Many friends of the
In another measure also I find my while the reduction of the duty that
H A. Bail is having his boat reJANUARY SPECIAL!
seen going up and down the bay
work use the Seals on their Christ
self in full accord with the proposal Canada has paid on seed potatoes
We hope to learn that Keeper paired at Matinicus and a new enmas mail, planning to pay for them
of the American Legion in favor of will be very, damaging to the great
gine installed. Mr. Thompson's new
Robinson is improved in health.
soon after Christmas. This meets
a universal service law, which shall business that has been built up
boat
is
nearing
completion.
■ • • •
with the approval of the groups tn
painstakingly
over
the
years,
by
our
in
times
of
National
crises
make
Clyde Young and Harold Bunker
Cape Neddick
charge of the campaign, and it is
available for the government every potato raisers.
were callers at this station recently.
hoped that many of those who
Happy New Year! We hope this
Such authority in one man is en
A’ew York-Paris Fashions man and every dollar without the
Mrs Thompson had a Christmas
followed this method of payment will
year treats us better than the last
tirely
wrong,
both
in
theory
and
inordinate
profits
which
resulted
to
a
tree for the children which they OAYON transparent velvet In a
100 SHEETS
send
their money and any extra Seals
At least we are not packing now as
greatly enjoyed.
LV
deep
r|ch red shade fashions this few individuals in the last crisis in practice. This extraordinary power to their local chairmen or to the
we were a twelfthmonth ago.
should be withdrawn as soon as pos
100 ENVELOPES
Rachel Robinson and Pauline smart evening cape with white sat which we were engaged.
association which handles their re
"It pleased us to see a recent letter
Such
a
measure
is
now
before
Con

sible.
in
lining
and
white
ermine
Bboulder
Thompson who are attending school
turns as soon as possible.
from the Osgoods in "Guardian of
on the mainland were unable to be yoke. This is a Maggy Rouff adap gress. as I understand it. and surely
Currency
This year for the first time in 15
our Coast." Glad they had a pleasant
tation
and
one
of
the
favored
cape
commands
the
earnest
support
of
home for the holidays.
As for currency I stand for a sound years quotas were set for thc various
vacation.
Asst Supt. Sampson landed here stylings of the season. It follows every American mindful of our dollar, and believe that under all towns and cities, so there was a def
It's time to stock up on this fine Deckled Edge
Christmas has been here and gone
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a
Dec. 5 but as it was late in the day the straight simple lines of the National problems.
conditions
the
Congress
should
have
inite
goal
to
reach
The
quotas,
—presents, goodies to eat. Captain'
dozen boxes ln this Sale because they know
and snowing, he didn't stop for in popular classic evening mode.
Social
Security
the
exclusive
right
to
use
the
words
through advice from the National
that plain paper of this quality—without any
Wincapaw's long looked for flight,
1
spection.
printing—costs far more than this Special
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